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Abstract 

 

The Ambiguous Frame: Iranian Women’s Death Images Within the 
Islamic Republic’s Visuality 

 

Laura Kathryn Fish, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Kamran S. Aghaie 

 

Many photographs of women published in the Iranian press during the Iran-Iraq 

War emphasized their roles as supportive and mourning mothers and sisters. By contrast, 

the often gruesome images that depicted women’s deaths in the war proved more difficult 

to categorize. The difficulty reflected ambivalence towards attaching the label of shahid, 

or martyr, to dead women’s images. These photographs, whether gruesomely depicting 

their bodies or portraits taken prior to death, oscillated between evoking shahadat 

(martyrdom), consistently applied to men, and depicting their deaths merely as national 

tragedy. The ambiguous approach to gendered depictions of martyrdom reflected 

attempts by the Iranian press to negotiate women’s roles during the war in newspaper 

photographs from the newly-established Islamic Republic. However, in the context of the 

2009 Green Movement, Neda Agha-Soltan’s widely viewed death revealed a change in 

the ambiguity of women’s possible martyr status. 
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In this project, I trace the depictions of women as possible martyrs during the 

Iran-Iraq War and pose it against the visual experiences during the Green Movement. I 

argue that while earlier representations reflected tenuousness and ambiguity on the part of 

Iranian periodicals, such as Ettela’at, Jomhuri-e eslami, and Imposed War, as they sought 

to grapple with the turmoil of war and a still emergent political system, the Iranian 

press’s clear denial of female martyrdom during the Green Movement side-by-side with 

reproductions of Agha-Soltan’s death images reflected a shift in the application of 

shahid. Although the Iranian press rejected her shahid status, agencies like Fars News 

attached photographs from Neda’s death video to articles thereby presenting an unclear 

message about Agha-Soltan’s potential for shahadat. This complicated viewing along 

with the multitude of examples of her “death” images made her agency in the frame 

possible, unlike women during the war. Agha-Soltan’s death images presented a possible 

shift in ownership of shahadat from the state-sponsored press’s hands to that of the 

people. Thus while the official press had solidified its approach to (not) applying the 

label of martyr to women, it did so at a moment in which it had lost its monopoly over the 

declaration and depiction of martyrdom. 
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Introduction 

The success of the 1979 Revolution in Iran not only resulted in a new cleric-

guided governing structure, but it also added significant weight and attention to the visual 

landscape of Iran. Images characterized the Revolution and bolstered the ever-constant 

presence of the Islamic Republic in its citizens’ daily lives.1 Soon after the establishment 

of the Islamic Republic, Iran faced the external threat of turmoil with the start of the Iran-

Iraq War in 1980. Published materials discussed and portrayed Iran and the Iranian 

people operating within the context of violence and war. Whether governmental 

ministries or the Iranian press distributed these materials, all projected the value of the 

Iranian national identity in the face of a crisis and the proper roles of Iranians during the 

war. Although articles and other written forms of articulating war-related subject matter 

were the most common items published, photographs and pictures that appeared in these 

press and government periodicals, such as Ettela’at, Jomhuri-e eslami, and Keyhan and 

Echo of Islam, Mahjubah, and Imposed War, functioned to stabilize and bolster an 

Iranian national identity within the Islamic Republic. 

Men were the most common subjects of photographs attesting to the war. 

Additionally, the possible settings and states of the photographed men were expansive. 

They appeared in photos alive and well, wounded, or potentially dead taken on the 

battlefield, in a hospital, at mass funerals, or in a studio prior to going to the front. The 

styles and situations varied, but the descriptions attributed to the photographs repeated 

the same themes of imposed and holy war against infidels and imperialism, the continued 

                                                
1 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 6. 
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struggle and imminent victory of the Islamic Republic, the war effort, and martyrdom, or 

shahadat. 

This concept of shahadat was critical for creating an acceptable space for the 

production and distribution of death images within Iranian society. Cultural embedding 

was a strategic move on the part of the Islamic Republic as each sign and symbol that 

painters and photographers for the Islamic Republic portrayed referred back to a broader 

Iranian national identity.2 Shahadat has long been a pivotal element of the Iranian Shi`i 

folkloric culture. This facet of Shi`i culture sprouted from the myth of Imam Hoseyn and 

his shahadat at the Battle of Karbala.  As his story melded into Shi`i cultural history, it 

established a precedent within Iranian society and culture for the acceptance of shahadat. 

The Islamic Republic took up this culturally-embedded concept to gain a stronger 

following and perceived legitimacy. The result was the merging of shahadat culture with 

the visual in which visualization of shahadat, especially with the outset of the Iran-Iraq 

War, came to be a normal part of the Iranian visual sphere. The Islamic Republic’s visual 

campaigns during Iran-Iraq War emphasized the necessity of its people to become 

martyrs, or shohada (singular: shahid) by contributing their lives, and deaths, to the war 

that Iraq had imposed upon all Iranians.  

Despite the plethora of photographs acknowledging men’s role in the war, 

photographs of women did make an appearance in the periodicals of the time. These rare 

photos have slipped between the cracks and have not garnered scholarly attention. Yet, 

the presence of these pictures brought to light the disparities in wartime photographs 

between those coded as male and those coded as female. In the variety of means through 

which newspapers and government periodicals represented men visually in relation to the 

                                                
2 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 41. 
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war, Iranian men’s roles during the Iran-Iraq war become stably defined as shohada for 

the Islamic Republic. However, the limited visual representations of women and their 

occasional and unpredictable demarcation as martyrs, by those very same periodicals 

during the war, produced an ambiguous and unstable depiction of women in the newly-

formed Islamic Republic, especially with regard to their role and the role of their deaths 

in the war.  

Photographs of women’s deaths challenged the historical boundaries of shahadat 

culture in the Islamic Republic and brought attention to the role of the photograph in 

society. In general, viewers accord photographs with a special ability to present 

“incontrovertible proof” of an event’s occurrence.3 This assumed proof gives the 

photograph power over its viewers. It narrows the viewers’ interpretation of an event so 

that, although they are still able to freely interpret on their own, they are shown 

convincingly realistic perspective of the photographer behind the lens. At the same time, 

due to the photograph’s depiction of supposed reality, the viewers do not take into 

consideration the intentionality or perspective of the photographer. Relating to the death 

photographs of women, while the photos seem to portray the reality of their deaths, the 

publications merely used the photographs to further their own agenda. In their 

presentation of the photos, the women’s deaths are re-performed and they are re-violated 

as viewers look on at their death poses.4 The labels, such as shahid, attached to these 

photographs assert an assumed truth about the women in the photographs. However, they 

further limit the viewer’s interpretation and understanding of the event while 

simultaneously denying a voice to the subject in the photograph. 

                                                
3 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1973) 5. 
4 Ibid. 14. 
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This project engages photographs of dead women killed during the war. First, it 

sets the presence of photos within the context of an Iranian national narrative of 

visualized shahadat culture. Secondly, this project addresses the issues at stake with 

representing Iranian women’s deaths visually within the context of the Islamic Republic. 

Additionally, it analyzes the situations in which the newspapers and periodicals label 

women’s photographed deaths specifically as examples of shahadat. The ways in which 

the newspapers and government periodicals depicted women and their deaths conflicted 

with the Islamic Republic’s traditionally visualized roles for women within the nation. 

The paper then investigates the relevance of women’s death images in connection with 

the periodicals’ applications and refusals of the title of shahid as a means of controlling 

women’s agency within the frame of the image itself. Finally, it takes the case of Neda 

Agha-Soltan and her visualized death in 2009 as a new example of shahadat visuality and 

its complications for the Islamic Republic’s determination, or lack thereof, of women as 

shohada. 

To analyze the appearance of women’s death images as a part of a larger cultural 

narrative that has not been fully realized, this project uses mostly Iranian-produced 

periodicals. The photographs from the war appeared in Iranian Persian language 

newspapers directed towards consumers in Iran alongside Islamic Republic English 

publications directed towards English-speaking readers. The newspapers include 

Ettela`at, the longest-running newspaper in Iran, Jumhuri-e eslami, the newspaper of the 

Islamic Republic, and Keyhan, a newspaper generally viewed as having strong ties to the 

government. The government publications include Imposed War, a multi-volume 

photographic review of the Iran-Iraq War for foreign observers, Mahjubah, an Islam-

themed women’s magazine, and Echo of Islam, an Islam-themed magazine for both men 

and women. Although the project takes most of the pictorial examples from these 
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sources, it also uses poster selections from various sources available in the University of 

Chicago poster collections and photographs attributed to the photographer Reza Deghati. 

Since the Iran-Iraq War, no other event has been as tumultuous in Iranian history 

as the Green Movement protests of 2009. This paper presents the filmed and widely 

distributed death of Neda Agha-Soltan during the post-election protests as a new 

representation of visualized shahadat culture. Her death resonated visually throughout 

the world. Despite other deaths that occurred during the protests, hers was the one that 

became the face of the Movement. This project uses the film and the Iranian press’s 

reaction to it as a case study to reapply the elements of the visual culture around Iranian 

women’s death. This paper questions the reasons by which Agha-Soltan’s death video 

was able to challenge the structures of the visual culture existent during the Revolution 

and Iran-Iraq War. 

Images of Neda Agha-Soltan range in origin. This project uses the original videos 

taken at the time of her death that were later posted on YouTube. It also focuses on the re-

presentation of Neda’s death photographs on Iranian news sites such as Fars News 

Agency, PressTV, Khabaronline, and Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA). These 

agencies do not have explicit ties to the government, but they cannot condemn 

government actions or support individuals or groups opposed to the government. 

Therefore, they cannot combat with government agendas and campaigns.  

This project articulates the importance of acknowledging women’s pictorialized 

deaths. It argues that the ambiguous visualization of Iranian women’s deaths revealed the 

inability of the Islamic Republic to adequately address women’s full roles as actors with 

the nation. Death images of women appear in Iranian press and government periodicals as 

a means of addressing the existence of women’s deaths during times of turmoil. 

Furthermore, women’s death images served as a means of deriving public sympathy for a 
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national cause. They were distinctly part of the death culture created around the myth of 

Hoseyn’s shahadat. However, the displayed photographs of killed women belie an 

ambiguity in their messages as only some of the female subjects in these images receive 

the title of shahid. Such instability within the frame and the text associated with the 

photograph prevent the photographed subject’s agency to be a shahid. To be a shahid was 

to be a full participant in Iranian national life and, therefore, in control of one’s sacrifice 

to the nation.  

While Iran-Iraq War images displayed the budding potential for female 

pictorialized agency in shahadat, it was not until Neda’s visualized death that the labeling 

of shahid became consistent and a pictorialized woman had the potential for agency in 

the frame. The case of Neda Agha-Soltan served as a complication to the idea of 

women’s pictorialized ambiguity. Although the Iranian press was staunch in its outright 

denial of Agha-Soltan’s shahid status, her death image within the press is still mired in a 

similar ambiguity to the women during the war. The press reproduces her death images as 

proof of her unjust murder while simultaneously arguing against Agha-Soltan as a 

symbol for injustice in Iran. The existence of a video allowed for Agha-Soltan within the 

context of the image to have a voice to seek the attention of the viewer. Moreover, the 

visual culture created not only in Iran, but also worldwide, around the young, Iranian 

woman weakened the Iranian press’s case against Agha-Soltan’s shahadat and furthered 

her agency within the video. Her image had become strong enough to live outside of its 

framed confines. 

Unlike the work of other scholars, this study critically engages with the presence 

of women’s death images. Rather than focus on the visualized male role or even the 

emphasized female roles during the war, a more common course of study, this project 
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analyzes the ways in which the periodicals navigate the accidental visualized roles of 

women, namely in the event of their deaths.  

Other studies examining martyrdom within the Iranian context, or more 

specifically the context of the Iran-Iraq War within Iran, do not pay much attention to 

discussions of the realizations of women’s visualized deaths in tandem with female 

martyrdom. Faegheh Shirazi briefly addresses female martyrdom, but such martyrdom, 

she explains, tends to be accorded by virtue of the fact that these women have male 

relatives who were martyred. Her brief discussion of female martyrs who actually died 

during the war, and who did not merely send their sons and husbands off to war, did not 

analyze in depth the roles of these women as shohada (martyrs, singular: shahid) and the 

visual artifacts that represent them now as shohada. However, similar to the goals of this 

project, Shirazi’s analyses of female martyrdom engages in a deeper discussion of 

national myth creation and the ways in which shahadat is a means of attending to 

nationalism.  

Roxanne Varzi, in turn, acknowledges the visuality of martyrdom through the 

production of posters and murals glorifying men who died in the war. Yet, martyr posters 

do not acknowledge the roles of visualized deaths of women. Varzi’s work targets the 

consciousness of martyrology in contemporary Iranian society and not merely its role in 

wartime Iran. Her methodology centers on an anthropological perspective that stresses 

the spiritual experience in viewing and interpreting images. 

Meanwhile, Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi look into the depths of the 

visual might of the Islamic Revolution and the Iran-Iraq War. They pose these events as 

continuations of a historical precedent that emphasized the cultural significance of 

shahadat and its imagery, their analysis lacks acknowledgement of women’s 

representation in the Islamic Republic’s shahadat visuality. Chelkowski and Dabashi 
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look to the preceding visuality that has existed in Iranian culture for centuries, alongside 

the visuality that the Islamic Revolution cultivated. In this regard, this project engages 

with questions raised in their work as to the Revolution’s role in creating a distinct visual 

culture that the Iran-Iraq War has bolstered.  

Although in conversation with these preceding works, the aim of this study is to 

show the voice of the voiceless in the frame. This project emphasizes the undeniable 

power of the image and its use within the Islamic Republic. It uses images as the driving 

force for examining women’s role in the Islamic Republic and determines that role 

depending upon the publications’ willingness to describe women as shohada. The project 

uses examples of photographs of women’s gory death in newspapers and government 

publications, alongside the death video of Neda Agha-Soltan, to place them within the 

nationalism debate. The images within this project establish full participation within the 

Islamic Republic as the potential for shahadat and women’s inconsistent position as 

shohada reveals their instability within the Shi`i Iranian nation.  

The Islamic Republic created a culture around the images, and the concept of shahadat 

has played a major role in that culture. Despite Chelkowski and Dabashi’s argument for 

the particular ways in which the Islamic Republic controlled the images it presented to 

the public, this project reveals the regime’s inability to map out its own agenda fully, 

speak to all aspects of what they had created adequately, and control the messages it 

relayed through those images.5 As a result, the images of women’s deaths during the war 

and the possibility of their shahadat is left unanswered and Neda Agha-Soltan’s image 

gained a life of its own. The Islamic Republic’s lack of complete control over the culture 

they had created resulted in the ability of any individual with a loud enough voice to 

                                                
5 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 9. 
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claim ownership of the visual products and re-appropriate and rearrange what these 

products signified to their viewers.  
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The Islamic Republic’s Visuality and the Precedent for Women’s Death 
Images 

The appearance of photographs depicting women’s violent deaths is not an 

unprecedented anomaly within Iranian history. The roots of these images and their 

occasionally correlated labels of shahid, or martyr, originate in the more recent history of 

Iran’s Islamic Revolution and the establishment of the Islamic Republic. The emphasized 

visual nature of this Revolution, and even the visuality of the cultural history long-

preceding the Revolution, directed the presence and demarcation of Iran-Iraq War photos 

of killed women and even the filmed death of Neda Agha-Soltan in 2009. Although the 

photographs of these dead Iranian women have long gone unobserved or overlooked, 

they are one facet of the visuality, or visually-embodied culture, created within the 

Islamic Republic that draws on national historical, cultural, and religious myths at work 

within Iranian society even to this day. 

This chapter sets the importance and appearance of death photographs of women 

during the Iran-Iraq War within the broader legacy of Iran’s religious and cultural history 

that the Islamic Republic used to legitimize itself. It acknowledges the ways in which 

publications in Iran have dealt with the visualization of women in the past. In deciphering 

the reason behind these often ignored women’s photographs, this section analyzes the 

Islamic Revolution’s use of visual material to gain both notice and popularity. The 

resulting visuality that had aided in directing the Revolution to victory created a key 

environment for authorities within the Islamic Republic to gather support for the Iran-Iraq 

War cause. These campaigns to boost national morale and encourage more men to enlist 

in the military drew on and continued the ideologically-entrenched visual campaign 

methods of the Revolution.  
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This chapter attaches such ideological strategies to a popular Shi`i cultural history 

in Iran that has focused on the story of Imam Hoseyn, son of `Ali ibn abi Talib. The story 

of Hoseyn’s martyrdom, or shahadat, at the hands of a caliphal usurper has taken on the 

status of myth within Shi`i Iranian national memory. More importantly for the purpose of 

this chapter and project as a whole, the maintenance of this myth has come in visual form 

in Iran by way of ta`ziyeh, passion plays about Hoseyn, and pictorializations of shohada 

(shahids) in the Iranian public eye. Therefore, this visualized maintenance has allowed 

the story of Hoseyn to become a national myth that has continued to influence the Iranian 

visual sphere even in the cases of the pictorialized deaths of Iranian women during the 

Iran-Iraq War up to the Green Movement protests of 2009. 

VISUALITY IN IRAN 

With the Islamic Revolution, the government gained a reputation for using visual 

campaigns to incentivize factions of the Iranian peoples. Drawn, painted, or 

photographed images played an undeniable role in making the Revolution constantly 

present in the lives of Iranians. The themes of the revolutionary images were broad-

ranging in their associations. Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi acknowledge that the 

prominent themes of revolutionary imagery were nationalist, Marxist, and Islamic.6 

Additionally, Chelkowski and Dabashi state that “[p]opular beliefs and rituals were 

converted into stamps, banknotes, and chewing-gum wrappers, and directed towards 

mass mobilization for revolution and war.”7 Pictorial representations of the revolutionary 

spirit were especially successful in drawing the attention of the masses because of the 

                                                
6 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 25. 
7 Ibid. 6. 
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semi-literate status of Iranian society.8 Political leaders like Ayatollah Ruhollah 

Khomeini and his supporters were not merely seeking the backing of the educated upper 

classes, but rather, they were appealing to the lower and middle classes. 

The most salient image to appear from the revolutionary movements was that of 

Ayatollah Khomeini himself as he gained popularity among the masses. The image of 

Khomeini served as a symbol of trust. His image was the dominant image of the 

Revolution. Even following the Revolution, with the hostage crisis at the American 

embassy in Tehran, protestors in the streets held up multiple images of Khomeini. A 

photo of such a protest depicted a multiple meter-long banner of Khomeini’s face 

overlooking the crowd (Image 1).9 The photo also showed other individuals holding up 

smaller images of Khomeini. His image permeated every experience. Seeing Khomeini 

was such an omnipresent part of life, that the very act of viewing was no longer novel. 

Both Varzi and Chelkowski articulate that Khomeini’s image came to stand as the image 

of the Islamic Republic, of the nation itself.11  

The image cult revolving around Khomeini continued throughout the Iran-Iraq 

War. His image was a constant reminder of the reasons the war was being fought: for the 

continued existence of the Islamic Republic. In this regard, Khomeini’s image was a 

valorization of the war and war efforts. Murals in the streets perpetuated his form, 

presence, and solidarity with those fighting. Not only were these major productions of his 

image prominent throughout the eight, long years of war, but also individuals held onto 

Khomeini’s portrait.  

                                                
8 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 26. 
9 Image 1. Reza Deghati, Iranian Revolution Retrospective, image 62/86 (November 1979) available on 
http://www.webistan.com/archives/.  
11 Roxanne Varzi, Warring Souls: Youth, Media, and Martyrdom in Post-Revolution Iran (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2006) 26. 
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Besides the images of Khomeini that had begun to dominate the visual landscape 

in Iran, the Revolution bolstered itself visually through other subject and thematic 

displays. Common within revolutionary images were vilifications of the Shah and the 

American government. One revolutionary poster gave a vivid depiction of this 

vilification. It depicted a fleeing Shah carrying two spilling bags of money (Image 2).12 

One bag had an American flag on it, while the other has a British flag pinned to it. In the 

background was a smiling devil figure awaiting the Shah’s arrival. At the top of the 

poster was the figure of Khomeini holding up the Qur’an. Below him were protestors 

being killed by the Shah’s military. Such images took on imperialism as a whole and 

continued throughout the Revolution and the Iran-Iraq War period. Other images 

announced a more general call for revolution with the chant “estaqlal, azadi, jomhuri-ye 

eslami” (independence, freedom, Islamic Republic) (Image 3).13 In this poster, 

Khomeini’s face literally shredded the American flag. Such calls against imperialist 

forces gave the Islamic Republic visual legitimacy to the masses.  

More generally, as Khomeini shored up political control, the images most directly 

associated with the Revolution were Shi`i Islamic ones. When the Islamic forces gained 

the upper-hand in the revolutionary struggle, the themes that remained within the 

movement through the war took on a distinctly Islamic essence. Not only were they 

Islamic, but they also carried with them a reconfiguration of the Iranian Shi`i identity, 

along with Shi`i rituals that have helped define this identity.  

                                                
12 Image 2. Hasan Isma`ilzadeh, Jahan-e puster (Chicago: University of Chicago Library, 1979) available 
at http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/ead/pdf/meposters-0001-011.pdf.  
13 Image 3. Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 11. 
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One of the most common tropes found within revolutionary images and, to a 

greater extent, within war images was the representation of the Hoseyn myth.14 This myth 

relates the story of Hoseyn, one of the sons of ‘Ali ibn abi Talib, the closest living male 

relative to the Prophet Mohammad.15 In a disagreement over the succession of caliphs, 

Hoseyn brought his military contingent to Karbala, in present-day Iraq, to fight the forces 

of Yazid, the contending caliph Mu’awiya’s son. Although the townspeople promised to 

aid Hoseyn, they did not show up for battle and Yazid’s army slaughtered Hoseyn and his 

army. Shi`i Muslims mark this battle as one of the decisive moments resulting in the 

Shi`i-Sunni schism. Sunni Muslims continued to follow the caliphate authority of 

Mu’awiya and Yazid’s line while the Shi`i Muslims followed ‘Ali and Hoseyn’s line as 

imams.   

In the story, Yazid’s men added insult to injury when they decapitated Hoseyn 

and paraded his head in front of Hoseyn’s sister Zeynab and other relatives.16 Zeynab 

plays a key role in mourning Hoseyn’s death and publicly denouncing Yazid.17 Fatemeh, 

Hoseyn’s mother and daughter of the Prophet Mohammad, also became an important 

actor in Hoseyn’s story although she was not at the battle. As Kamran Aghaie states, 

Fatemeh is counted as one of the “purified fourteen,” which also includes the twelve 

imams (descendants of the Prophet who Shi`i Muslims believe lead the community) and 

Mohammad. The fourteen suffered in the name of Islam; and therefore, they receive a 

direct connection to the Battle of Karbala. In her role, Fatemeh was a “sorrowful mother” 
                                                
14 My use of the term “myth” does not intend to disqualify the reality of the account of Hoseyn, son of 
‘Ali, at the Battle of Karbala. Instead, I use the term to mean a specific narrative that has become popular 
within Iranian society, whether it actually occurred or not.  
15 Kamran Aghaie, “Introduction: Gendered Aspects of the Emergence and Historical Development of 
Shi`i Symbols and Rituals,” in The Women of Karbala: Ritual Performance and Symbolic Discourses in 
Modern Shi`i Islam, Ed. Kamran Aghaie (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2005) 1. 
16 Ibid. 2-4. 
17 Ibid. 4, 10. 
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and although she had died prior to the battle, the mourners felt her presence.18 She was a 

comforter and both hers and Zeynab’s roles continued to be represented in the various 

retellings and reproductions of the event within Shi`i cultural history. 

The split away from the other branch of Islam was not the end of the story for the 

Shi`i Muslims. This group of Muslims have continued to commemorate the myth of 

Hoseyn and the Battle of Karbala through visual performance. As a result, Shi`i Iranians, 

the majority of the population, have internalized the story of martyrdom in the form of 

ta`ziyeh, or religious “passion” plays, and public reenactments during ‘ashura (during the 

month of muharram) of Hoseyn’s martyrdom or self-flagellation as repentance and 

sorrow for Hoseyn’s death.  

Chelkowski explains that the Qajar period marked a boom in the popularity of 

ta`ziyeh and the stories of the characters, all relating to Karbala, expanded. The plays 

were performed originally just during the first ten days of muharram, but, as they became 

more popular among the Iranian populace, they came to be performed throughout the 

year. The tribute to the events of ‘ashura “came to demonstrate seasonal changes of 

emotions in the Shi`i collective imagination.”19 Iranians were visually performing their 

identities through the reproduction of the myth of Karbala. Not only were they 

performing it, but artists also painted scenes from the plays. These paintings became wall 

hangings or murals, as live, yet fleeting, performance of the myth became permanent, 

pictorial encapsulation of the myth.20 

                                                
18 Faegheh Shirazi, “The Daughters of Karbala: Images of Women in Popular Shi`i Culture in Iran,” in The 
Women of Karbala: Ritual Performance and Symbolic Discourses in Modern Shi`i Islam, Ed. Kamran 
Aghaie (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2005) 100. 
19 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 55. 
20 Ibid. 55-56, 61, 64 
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Continued reproduction of the central Shi`i myth enacted in ta`ziyeh appeared in 

multiple forms within revolutionary and wartime paintings and photographs. Image 4, a 

poster painted during the time of the Revolution, depicts multiple bloodied hands and 

blood splotches dripping down over a broken sword.21 The text in black above the hands 

reads “`ashura, victory of the blood over the sword.” The phrase alludes to the month of 

muharram, known as “the month in which blood triumphed over the sword…the forces 

of Yazid and the strategems of Satan are defeated.”22 It connects the martyrdom and 

sacrifice of Hoseyn to the victory of the Revolution in which the Iranian people engaged 

against the Shah.  

At the center of the Hoseyn myth and the events at Karbala is in fact this concept 

of shahadat, or martyrdom, and the positive emphasis on striving to become a shahid. 

Chelkowski and Dabashi specifically articulate that “Shi`i martyrology emerged as the 

supreme symbolic significance of the [Revolution].”23 The images legitimize the 

glorification of the shahid, or martyr, whether in the fight against the Shah or against 

Iraq.  

The term shahid as it is used in the Persian language derives from Arabic. In 

Arabic, the term, composed of the root shin-ha’-dal, is defined as “ witness; martyr, one 

killed in battle with the infidels; one killed in action.”24 The root relates to seeing or 

witnessing. This is akin to the Greek term for “martyr” which means “witness”.25 David 
                                                
21 Image 4. ‘Ashura, piruzi-ye khun bar shamshir, poster, 1978 (Chicago: University of Chicago Library, 
1978) http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/ead/pdf/meposters-0002-054.pdf. 
22 Ruhollah Khomeini, Islam and Revolution: Writings and Declarations of Imam Khomeini, trans. Hamid 
Algar (London: Mizan Press, 1981) 243.  
23 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 24. 
24 Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (Arabic – English) 4 ed., J. Milton Cowan (Urbana, 
IL: Spoken Language Services, Inc., 1979) 571. 
25 Faegheh Shirazi, “Death, the Great Equalizer: Memorializing Martyred (Shahid) Women in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran” Visual Anthropology 25, no. 1-2 (2012) 98. 
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Cook argues that the use of the concept of martyrdom is more active in its nature than its 

appearance in Christianity and Judaism. Gradually over time, a narrower definition of 

shahid as someone dying in battle expanded to include other forms of death. In another 

way, shahid is defined as dying in the path, or for, God.26 

Approaching the concept of shahid from its root, also expands the interpretation 

of martyrdom. Tied to its root, shahid involves the process of seeing and witnessing to an 

event. In this regard the shahid is both shahid, the one dying in the path of God, and 

shahed, the one witnessing an event, which is seeing God. The concept is completely 

intertwined with the act of seeing itself.27  

In more contemporary contexts leading up to the Iran-Iraq War, the term shahid 

has also been relevant. Prominent actors within the Islamic Revolution, such as Ayatollah 

Khomeini, adopted the terminology of shahadat, which continued to be relevant through 

the Iran-Iraq War.28 However, prior to the Revolution, leftist organizations including the 

Tudeh Party used such rhetoric in labeling their “revolutionary heroes”.29 The radical 

religious group Mojehedin-e Khalq also used shahid and shahadat for their own 

purposes.30 The latter two groups allowed for generally equal treatment of men and 

women to be marked as martyrs. 

Although a description of the content of the Islamic Republic’s cultural campaign 

provides one explanation for its revolutionary potency among the people, the method by 
                                                                                                                                            
David Cook, Understanding Jihad (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2005) 26. 
26 Faegheh Shirazi, “Death, the Great Equalizer: Memorializing Martyred (Shahid) Women in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran” Visual Anthropology 25, no. 1-2 (2012)100. 
27 Note: These two paragraphs and the name ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib are the only paragraphs in which I use the 
IJMES transcription system rather than the ISIS system, which I use for Persian words or terms relating to 
Persian. 
28 Roxanne Varzi, Warring Souls: Youth, Media, and Martyrdom in Post-Revolution Iran (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2006) 6. 
29 Ibid. 219. 
30 Jomhuri eslami, shomareh-ye 6350, sal-e sevom (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami, 5 Shahrivar 1360), 4. 
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which they appealed to the masses had just as great an impact in their success. The 

Revolution was able to be as successful as it was in part due to its public visibility. The 

visual material that the Islamic parties and later the government created before and after 

the Revolution, whether paintings, posters, photographs, or films, utilized the power of 

the visual to assert their ideologies. The visual arena was, in fact, the ideal setting for 

propagandistic products because, on one level as previously stated, much of the Iranian 

population was illiterate or semi-literate and, on a more basic level, the ability to see 

comes before the ability to speak or converse.31 It is the visual “experience” that is valued 

above that of other sensory experiences.32 By appealing to sight, the Islamic Republic’s 

leaders were drawing the people’s eyes to their messages. Despite the fact that many of 

these images did not contain writing that was necessary to comprehend, the photograph 

or painting as a created item revealed the originator’s perspective.33 The painter or 

photographer produced the visual material in alignment with their understanding of the 

world, and, in this case, their desired outcome of the Revolution. Although the viewer 

was able to decide for his or herself how to interpret the image, they were constantly 

bombarded with these images. 

THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR AND ITS IMAGERY 

Within this cultural visual backdrop, the Iran-Iraq War began and launched with it 

the multi-faceted campaigns to recruit male youths to the front. The war itself was a key 

historical moment during which the Islamists were able to consolidate their power. They 

stabilized their rhetoric, policies, and corresponding image to the Iranian public as the 

                                                
31 John Berger, Ways of Seeing, (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1972) 7.  
32 Nicholas Mirzoeff, “What is Visual Culture?,” The Visual Culture Reader, ed. Nicholas Mirzoeff (New 
York: Routledge, 1998) 6. 
33 John Berger, Ways of Seeing, (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1972) 10.  
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only rightful governors. Through solidifying their authority and by making use of visual 

campaigns to do so, they were able to emphasize the need to defend the nation at all 

costs.  

The causes of the war were manifold. Aggression between Iran and Iraq had been 

perpetuated for centuries prior to the creation of either nation-state as each exists today. 

Disputes over borders and control over access of to the Arvand rud, in Persian, or the 

Shatt al ‘arab, in Arabic, a river dividing present-day Iran and Iraq encouraged 

culturally- and religiously-based antagonisms between the Shi`i governed Iran and the 

sunni, though secular, governed Iraq.34 Despite the general longstanding hostility, two 

more recent historical events provided a greater opportunity for Iraq’s Saddam Hussein to 

attack Iran. In early 1979, amidst mass unrest and opposition, the Pahlavi dynasty fell as 

Mohammad Reza Shah and his family fled Iran. With his exit came the lauded return of 

exiled Ayatollah Khomeini and the declaration of the victory of the Revolution. A few 

months later, Hussein was able to seize complete control of Iraq as the president after 

edging out his predecessor.35  

Saddam Hussein, leader of the Iraqi nationalist Ba’athist regime, viewed the 

Islamist government to the east with suspicion. His suspicions increased following 

Khomeini’s call to Iraqis to overthrow Hussein. For Hussein, the Islamic Republic was a 

yet untested and still politically unstable government. Moreover, in Hussein’s view, 

several factors appeared to favor the Iraqi side, despite Iraq’s smaller population. Prior to 

the outset of the war, Iranian students had taken over the American embassy in Tehran 

                                                
34 Hiro Dilip, The Longest War: The Iran-Iraq Military Conflict, (New York: Routledge, 1991) 2. 
35 Mahmood Sariolghalam, “Decision-making Inputs: Iraq’s Premises Before the War,” Iranian 
Perspectives on the Iran-Iraq War, 105 
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and had held fifty-two Americans hostage for a period of four hundred forty-four days.36 

Although the Iranian government had not originally sanctioned the action, Khomeini 

eventually acknowledged his support. This move enhanced the political divide between 

the Islamic Republic and the United States. Iraq counted on this animosity to receive 

military aid to fight Iran. 

Enticed by his own rise to power, assumed American aid, and the weakness of the 

new Iranian regime, Hussein began to order border skirmishes. Eventually these 

skirmishes resulted in an all-out attack on September 22, 1980, when the Iraqi Air Force 

attacked an Iranian Air Force airfield.37 The war raged on for eight long, interminable 

years. Each side was unwilling to concede as the fighting morphed into a war of attrition. 

Although no reports officially state exact numbers of deaths and wounded during the war, 

totals from both sides are estimated at 400,000 killed and approximately 700,000 

wounded.38  

The declaration of war meant that the Islamic Republic needed to prove itself as a 

strong, viable regime by calling on its people to fight for its cause: the Islamic Republic’s 

very existence. To achieve that, the government embarked on a campaign that drew on 

the success it had encountered during the Revolution. The myths, motifs, and methods 

continued in the same vein as the revolutionary visual strategies. 

As previously stated, Khomeini’s image continued to be a constant throughout the 

war just as it had been during the Revolution. Soldiers who kept wallet-sized photographs 

of Khomeini’s image were popular examples of his omnipresence. The government 
                                                
36 Hossein S. Seifzadeh, “Revolution, Ideology, and the War,” in Iranian Perspectives on the Iran-Iraq 
War, ed. Farhang Rajaee (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1997) 93. 
37 Farhang Rajayi, “Views from Within,” in Iranian Perspectives on the Iran-Iraq War, ed. Farhang 
Rajaee (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1997) 2. 
38 Lawrence G. Potter and Gary G. Sick, Iran, Iraq, and the Legacies of War (New York: Palgrave 
MacMillan, 2004) 2, 8.  
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periodical Imposed War, the government-produced periodical for foreign audiences, is 

rife with photographs of soldiers carrying Khomeini’s portrait. One photograph showed a 

soldier who had a photograph of Khomeini clipped to the end of his gun (Image 5).39 The 

periodical also included photographs of soldiers killed at the front with Khomeini wallet 

photos pinned to their uniforms. The picture of Khomeini and one dead soldier’s uniform 

is completely tattered and torn (Image 6).40 Roxanne Varzi makes note of the prevalence 

of Khomeini images on the graves of Iran-Iraq War soldiers throughout a cemetery in 

Esfahan.41 Even after burial, the image of Khomeini is still with these fallen soldiers.  

The photographs in Imposed War provide another interesting perspective to 

consider. The purpose of this publication was for foreign, particularly American, 

audiences to get a glimpse of the horrors that the Iraqis were inflicting upon Iranian 

soldiers and civilians alike. Within this context, the portrayal of soldiers carrying 

Khomeini’s portrait further emphasized that Iranians were not merely protecting 

themselves from the Iraqi attacks. With Khomeini as the embodiment of the Islamic 

Republic, Iranians were defending the existence of the righteous Islamic Republic in the 

face of the world’s condemnation or suspicion of it. This Islamically guided nation was a 

legitimate nation worthy of its people’s deaths, or, more especially, their sacrifices.  

During the war, posters appeared with religiously-toned themes as well. Kazim 

Chalipa for the Center for Islamic Thought and Art painted a poster with a faceless Imam 

Hoseyn sitting atop a white horse, facing his audience (Image 7).42 He held a sword in 
                                                
39 Image 5. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 171. 
40 Image 6. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 112. 
41 Roxanne Varzi, Warring Souls: Youth, Media, and Martyrdom in Post-Revolution Iran (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2006) 23-24. 
42 Image 7. Kazim Chalipa, Center for Islamic Thought and Art, Iran (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Library, 1980s). 
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one hand and a green flag in another. The background was red and black with red 

silhouettes of flags. Below the painting was red Arabic calligraphy reading “Every day is 

‘ashura everywhere is Karbala.” The red represented the blood of martyrs and Hoseyn’s 

green flag acknowledged the honorable role of Islam in fighting against the infidels. 

Hoseyn’s importance remained throughout the war as Khomeini and other officials 

equated Saddam Hussein’s attacks and “imposed” war to Yazid’s attack on Imam Hoseyn 

and his forces. 

The Shi`i symbolism emphasized the idea of the shahid. Shahadat images had 

been readily available for public visual consumption with the advent of the Islamic 

Revolution. However, the Iran-Iraq War witnessed the prevalence of the shahid in every 

public visual space. The newspaper of the Islamic Republic Jumhuri-e eslami published 

image upon image and article upon article reinforcing the valiancy of becoming a shahid.  

A photograph of soldiers is captioned with the notation that “Jihad is one of the doors to 

heaven.”43 The text and the image connected to relate the message that by becoming a 

soldier and fighting on the front, a man was able to play a role in a sacred effort and 

hopefully that would lead to death and, inevitably, heaven. Every edition of every 

newspaper published in Iran during the war contained multiple obituaries. Individuals 

who had died of non-war-related causes comprised these pages, but at least half of them 

were soldiers who had become shohada. Often, the newspapers dedicated whole sections 

of the first pages to these martyred men. With the ever-increasing number of war dead, 

shohada became visible in another way besides the realms of periodicals and street 

murals. The government changed street names to the names of shohada. Shahadat was a 

constantly visual part of Iranian life with the onset of the war. 

                                                
43 Jumhuri-e eslami, (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri-e eslami ,30 tir 1361) 13. My own translation. 
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WOMEN IN THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC’S VISUALITY 

During the Islamic Revolution and the Iran-Iraq War, women were not absent 

from the visual frame. Authorities within the Islamic Republic worked to include women 

within the visuality of the regime. While men posed visually as protestors, 

revolutionaries, citizens, clerics, soldiers, and ultimately shohada, women, too, had 

prescribed roles with the Islamic Republic that became apparent in the visual sphere. 

Although some of these female characterizations portrayed relatively active members of 

society, the typical visually represented functions were relatively limited in comparison 

to their male counterparts. 

A familiar archetype of imaged womanhood that the Revolution and the war 

popularized was the militant woman. She carried a gun and wore a black chador. She did 

not smile and her eyes evoked a striking intensity (Image 8).44 Chelkowski and Dabashi 

state that this image following the Revolution was the “emerging vision of a 

revolutionary woman.”45 The woman of these images adhered to the regime’s 

interpretation of Islamic law with her strict dress code.  The imaged revolutionary woman 

provided an example to women regarding how they could participate within the Islamic 

Republic. They had a visible role as defenders although they could not be soldiers at the 

front. 

While this image represented a more active function within the visual sphere of 

the Islamic Republic, another image of Iranian women took on a more passive 

assignment. This image was the mourning woman. This woman usually received the 

coding of mother, although the mother symbol was not always a mourner. Newspapers 

and government periodicals like Imposed War readily put mourning women on their 
                                                
44 Image 8. Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 217. 
45 Ibid. 88.  
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pages. In an edition of Ettela`at early in the war, the newspaper had dedicated several 

pages to displaying mourning women (Image 9).46 The women appeared in the midst of 

fits of agony or without any display of emotion holding up pictures of their dead 

relatives. 

As mothers, or possibly sisters, the imaged women represented the sacrifice of 

their male relatives in the Revolution and the war. In this regard, the images were able to 

symbolically code the women as Fatemeh, the mother of Hoseyn, or Zeynab, the sister of 

Hoseyn. Akin to the ways in which Hoseyn’s figure appeared in many revolutionary and 

wartime images, Chelkowski and Dabashi’s work Staging a Revolution reproduces many 

images in which Fatemeh was a key character acting as a mother to the shahid or a bearer 

of solace to other female mourners.47 These images reflected what Faegheh Shirazi 

names as the Iranian clergy’s promotion of “the idea that the ideal woman is the mother 

who raises pious children for the Prophet’s community.”48  

The Islamic Republic found itself able to present a clear message regarding 

women’s roles and voices as chador-wearing revolutionaries or mourning mothers, or 

sisters. However, other than these few presentations, women could not opt to be 

represented visually in ways that did not conform to the ideals of the Islamic Republic. 

Newspapers would not depict women serving the nation in the ways they would depict 

men. Women could not be soldiers, most importantly. The idea that women could 

contribute visually as active martyrs, presented a challenge to the newspapers and 

                                                
46 Image 9. Ettela’at (Tehran: Mu’assasseh-ye Ettela’at, bahman 1359) 15, 17. 
Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic Republic 
of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 162. 
48 Faegheh Shirazi, “The Daughters of Karbala: Images of Women in Popular Shi`i Culture in Iran,” in The 
Women of Karbala: Ritual Performance and Symbolic Discourses in Modern Shi`i Islam, Ed. Kamran 
Aghaie (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2005) 95. 
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periodicals within the regime. The result was a limited view of women’s responsibilities 

during the war and a lack of voice to decide to be portrayed differently. 

As an indication of the government’s consideration of those who qualify for 

martyr status, the government periodical for women Mahjubah, published an article 

describing the criteria for martyrdom. The article states that the individual must attest to 

God in “everything that consciousness includes.”49 Martyrdom implies a level of activity 

and acknowledgement of the potential martyr. It is a “chosen way of death,” which the 

article specifies can be through killing the enemy or “disgracing” him.50  

The article also articulates that the martyr can be a “he” or a “she”.51 It takes a 

quotation attributed to ‘Ali stating that if a person does not die a natural death, it means 

that they have been killed and the best way to die is in the path of God.52 This implies 

that unnatural death does not necessitate the labeling of martyr; it is merely a possibility. 

NATIONALISM AND THE FEMALE BODY IN THE IRANIAN VISUAL CULTURE 

Similar to the visualization of shahadat as part of a greater cultural historical 

narrative in Iran, women’s assigned roles within the Islamic Republic’s visuality had 

deeper roots as well. Although a stable definition of women’s roles in their deaths during 

the war is left ambiguous when the photographs appeared in the periodicals, some of the 

messages tied to the photographs gave a stronger indication of living women’s assigned 

roles. The visualization of women’s roles had long preceded the Iran-Iraq War. Readings 

of these roles made their way into the photographs of dead women, although the 

                                                
49 Mahjubah: The Magazine for Muslim Women 2, no. 5 (Foundation of Islamic Thought, July-August 
1982), 22. 
50 Ibid. 
51 If it had been written in Persian, it would not specify this possibility due to the one form of the singular 
third person personal pronoun. 
52 Mahjubah: The Magazine for Muslim Women 2, no. 5 (Foundation of Islamic Thought, July-August 
1982), 22. 
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periodicals of the time obscured the whole message of whether a photographed woman 

had the expectation of shahadat. 

Whether shahid or not, the most striking and common reading of the death 

photographs of women was their designation, both visual and labeled, as mothers. This 

common reading of death photos was quite similar to the observations regarding 

mourning women as mothers and the mother Fatemeh. Two photographs, which this 

paper will discuss at length later, depicted a dead woman and child and a family killed in 

Abadan. These both could be read as depicting a mother figure (Images 10 & 11).53 The 

two women from these photographs were in close proximity to children, not only because 

they were in the photo with children but also because they were physically close to the 

children within the shots. Additionally, they were the only women in the shots and did 

not “compete” with other women to be the sole adult female figures. The viewer is able 

to read only that one woman in the photo as the mother and not as a mere relative, had 

there been a second woman in the frame. Only one woman, the mother, was responsible 

for these children’s lives. 

For a photograph from Jomhuri-e eslami with a caption describing a woman with 

the phrase “my mother,” (Image 12), the interpretation varied.54 She, too, was the only 

female in the shot, but she was also the only person in the shot. There were no children 

with which her identity as the subject of the frame can be collocated. Instead, the viewer 

was guided by the caption attached to the image. The caption limited the possible 

interpretations and directed the viewer’s understanding to be in line with the writer of the 

                                                
53 Images 10 & 11. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami, 3 mordad 1361) 1. 
Ettela’at (Tehran: Mu’assasseh-ye Ettela’at, 2 Mehr, 1364) 6. 
54 Image 12. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami ,17 khordad 1361) 12. 
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caption, in this case a writer for Jomhuri-e eslami.55 The caption forced the observer to 

recognize that this woman within the photograph holds the identity of a mother. Besides 

the assumptions of her gender to be female, the photograph did not reveal anything 

specific about her role, except that she died in a brutal fashion. The newspaper added this 

and made a call to arms over her shahadat.  

Similarly, the photo of the woman and child (Image 10) relied slightly upon the 

caption for its reading as “mother”. Although the woman was in close proximity to a 

child and was the only adult female in the frame, the caption declared that the woman 

was a mother and that the child was her son. Furthermore, together they both received 

their “right,” or haqq. Unlike Image 12, this photograph did not seek to make the mother 

of an individual the mother of the community, which the change from the possessive 

singular first-person pronoun to the plural first-person one implied. Rather it adopted an 

anti-imperial flavor by comparing Saddam Hussein to the intruder Israel. This, in turn, 

contributed to the lack of focus in addressing women’s visualized deaths.  

Despite the confusion, associations between the image of the woman and the role 

of mother fell in line with past interpretations of women’s images in Iranian history. Due 

to the appearance of women as dead or mentions of their death, the role of mother was 

imagined in this context, but was still consistent with the past. What was particularly 

apparent within the photograph and captioning of “my mother” was the connection to the 

larger community – the nation at large. This idea linked to the concept of the vatan, or 

“homeland” often related to the creation of the concept of nation.56 Mohamad Tavakoli-

                                                
55 Roland Barthes, “The photographic message,” in Image-Music-Text, trans. S. Heath (Glasgow: Fontana, 
1977) 39.  
56 Mohamad Tavakoli-Targhi, Refashioning Iran: Orientalism, Occidentalism, and Historiography (New 
York: Health Press, 2001) 113. I use his definition of vatan here, because, like any translation, loses some 
of its meaning when transferred between languages. Vatan does not mean, nor necessitates, “nation”, but it 
does often contribute to the basis for understanding the Iranian nation. 
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Targhi sees the early discourse surrounding vatan as beginning to attribute female 

characteristics or a female identity to the vatan and endowing it with both a territorial and 

a spiritual nature.57 In these periodicals she was portrayed as weak and dying. The 

presentation of the female vatan gained popularity in Iranian periodicals in the late 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries and appeared as a 6,000-year-old mother.59 

This dying state was not perpetual in the pre-Islamic Revolution history. Camron 

Michael Amin takes note of the visualized morphing identity of the female vatan during 

the Pahlavi period published as cartoons in periodicals. During the Pahlavi shahs’ reigns, 

she transitioned between sexualized and vulnerable Iran to a passive observer with signs 

of Western Hollywood influences.60 All the while she was Mother Iran, but her visual 

appearance and the threats she faced had changed. 

These threats and vulnerabilities against the vatan contributed to its form. The 

vatan was traced through discourse and drawings onto the female body.61 To allow an 

outsider to violate or sell the body was a great source of shame.62 However, when 

attempting to display the crimes, as the caption for the photograph of the mother and 

child (Image 10) asserted, it became permissible for the viewer to gaze upon her and see 

her in indecent forms. Amin acknowledged that “violent sexual political discourse” was 

published in the Iranian press in connection to the female vatan without the pressures of 
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censorship.63 So, too, were the Iran-Iraq War periodicals able to produce violent images 

of women without being accused of immodesty or revealing too much of the women. For 

Image 12, “my mother,” she was not wearing a hijab or any clothing item to cover her 

hair. For the others depicting death or describing the events leading to the subjects’ 

deaths, there was permission to display (or describe) their bloody bodies.  

The photographs in the periodicals provided their bodies for all Iranians in order 

to view to see the corporeal death of their mother. They were there to serve the nation in 

its time of need. This service was directly relatable to concepts formerly articulated. 

Cyrus Schayegh mentions that during the Pahlavi period there was a need for women to 

care for their bodies and the added emphasis for women to care for their children, even 

training them to act as “little soldiers”.64 Such a consideration was not new, although 

perhaps it was to Iran. The concept of “Republican Motherhood,” developed during the 

French Revolutionary time period, asserted the obligation of women to first and foremost 

be wives and mothers. Their duties were to educate their children, specifically male 

children, in “republican ideals and virtues” while remaining within the private sphere, as 

men occupied the public.65 The role of the woman as caretaker of the children has been a 

common trope throughout world history. Although they were an active part of ensuring 

the continuation of the republic, they did not reap the rewards, or rights, attained through 

membership in the republic. 

In Iran at the time of the Revolution and after, a similar concept of women’s roles 

as mothers prevailed. As Chelkowski and Dabashi show, visual depictions of the mother 
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role were made quite prevalent in the revolutionary time period. However, unlike the past 

nameless Iranian mother sacrificing for the nation, the visual motif that became prevalent 

in revolutionary and post-revolutionary years was that of Fatemeh, mother of Hoseyn.66 

She sent her sons to war. Although the photographs of Iranian women’s deaths did not 

necessarily associate themselves with allusions to Fatemeh, corresponding descriptions 

urged for action. They were dead because of the war, a war in which the sons of the 

nation were fighting. The dead body of the woman was at once the nation and the mother 

and it was her death that witnessed to her motherhood. 

The image and possibility for the image of the mother nation so mangled urged 

not just a response, but a strong response against the external intruding threat of Iraq. The 

photograph of the woman depicted an attempt by an external force to violate and 

conquer. As such, it called on the masculinity of the viewer. The periodicals appeal to the 

viewer as a “protector of the righteous.”67 Relating to the photograph of the woman and 

child (Image 10) who received their haqq, which can be interpreted as receiving God, 

they qualified as being righteous or deserving of God. 

Furthermore, the nature of these wartime pictures attached seemingly greater 

importance to their message to fight the enemy. Rather than being drawn cartoons or 

paintings, as in past depictions of the woman-mother-nation, the pictures were 

photographs. Photographs implied reality of the events they depicted, or represented, 

more convincingly than did drawings.68 The dead body or the portrait of the woman’s 

face appeared real. This was a real woman who died for the nation. 

                                                
66 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 159. 
67 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1993) 136.  
68 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1973) 9.  
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CONCLUSION 

Prior to the Iran-Iraq War, the leaders of the Islamic Republic had already set 

about enacting policies to encourage support and exert greater control over the people. A 

major contributing factor to the their success during the Islamic Revolution proved to be 

their strategic use of visual imagery, which enabled the theocratic regime to cultivate a 

culture with itself in the starring role. The specific ways in which the Islamic Republic 

cornered the visual market was its employment of popular themes and mythology already 

existent within the predominantly Shi`i Iranian population. The myth of Imam Hoseyn’s 

shahadat and the attention to his family as descendants of the prophet seeped into Shi`i 

popular culture soon after the Shi`i-Sunni split. Within Iranian culture, the myth gained a 

special life within the visual sphere in the form of ta`ziyeh performances, along with 

vivid paintings based upon the narrative. Islamic Republic drew on this cultural concept 

and reproduced the Hoseyn myth within the visual sphere it created. Posters, paintings, 

and murals from the Revolution period overflowing with the visibility of Hoseyn and 

shahadat.  

By the time of the war, Iranians were already visually prepared for the everyday 

presence of shahadat in their lives. The commonality of war further pushed shahadat into 

the public visual sphere with newspapers’ extensive publication of photographs, 

drawings, articles, letters, and political speeches from or about those killed in war and 

named as shohada. Although men were the most common focal points of the death 

photographs, often gory in nature, women also participated in this death imagery. Often 

attached to these women’s images were captions calling Iranians to action against the 

crimes perpetrated against these women. Occasionally they were deemed martyrs, but 

more often they were depicted as mothers and representative of the nation at large.  
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Similar to the pre-existent concept of shahid and shahadat within Iranian culture, 

so, too, existed particular emphases on women’s idealized roles within society. Even 

prior to the Islamic Revolution one of the main envisioned roles that both the Shah’s 

government and newspapers proponed for women was their image as mother of Iran, or 

mother Iran. With the Islamic Republic’s entrance, the regime continued to view women 

in the mother capacity and outside of the active sphere, which included fighting in the 

war. The regime could not ignore women’s deaths as it was a factual inevitability. 

However, within the new context of both the Islamic Republic’s rule and the war, the 

regime and the publications that upheld it did not know how to properly accord attention 

to women’s role in society. 
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The Ambiguous Role of Women’s Deaths in the Image 

The ways in which the Islamic Republic shaped the visual sphere in Iran created a 

context for evocative and controversial images during the Iran-Iraq War. The regime’s 

attestation to a greater Iranian cultural-religious narrative within government and media 

publications allowed it to openly display gruesome photographs for the Iranian people, 

and even those outside of Iran. With the pre-existing culture of shahadat in place, all 

Iranian men had the predestined potential to die for the Islamic Republic in the war and 

become a shahid. Besides the possibility of death and elevation to martyr status, the 

outset of the war also guaranteed a vast stockpile of images to display for the purpose of 

strengthening the legitimacy of Islamic Republic in the face of an external aggressor. 

Among the hundreds of thousands who were killed or had the potential to be killed 

during the war, many were photographed. Correspondingly, these men received the title 

of shahid. Yet, the deaths of women during the war were inevitable and, like the men, 

were also documented in photographs. However, for these dead pictorialized women, 

whose images every now and again reached the pages of newspapers and government-

produced periodicals, the same potential as men for shahadat could not be expected. The 

dead women in photographs, unlike their male counterparts whose status as shohada was 

widely culturally understood, were only occasionally labeled or alluded to as shohada. 

The government did not know how to properly assess women’s roles if they had been 

killed.  The resulting ambiguity of the woman’s graphic image and the shaky and un-

assumed application of shahid, rather than a more traditionally recognized female role, 

challenges the imaged woman’s agency within the frame. 

The unintended visual roles of women as shohada rely upon the deaths of the 

female subjects, whether pictorialized or merely hinted with religious descriptions. The 
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most striking of these visual representations are those depicting women’s bloody or 

mangled corpses. Such violent and open displays of death bring into question the reasons 

guiding periodicals’ utilization these pictures to attract greater attention to the war cause. 

Furthermore, the interpretations of death images’ meanings shed greater light on 

women’s roles as shohada within the Islamic Republic and question the visibility of these 

roles during the war. The appearance of these images within Iranian periodicals raises the 

issue of determining specific visual criteria from the death images that enable the images 

to be allocated specific terminology within their accompanying textual descriptions, 

captions, or corresponding articles. Such images are able to solidify in the viewer’s 

memory and make them iconic and unavoidable.69 

In the first half of the Iran-Iraq War, between late 1980 and 1985, the appearance 

of images depicting women in connection to the war and their deaths were most 

prominent. On the pages of major newspapers such as Ettela`at and Jomhuri-e eslami the 

bodies of women emerged pictorially for Iranian audiences within the Islamic Republic. 

Additionally, government ministries such as the War Information Headquarters collected 

provocative examples of the ramifications of the war to present to non-domestic, and at 

times non-Iranian, audiences.70 Such similarities in the publication of visual materials 

relates to Camron Michael Amin’s observation regarding Pahlavi period material. There 

is often an interplay between the symbols and messages that appear in newspapers and 

those in government information sources.71 At times, government sources copy or 
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reproduce material from newspapers, or vice versa. However, as Amin argues, the 

meanings for the portrayals or the messages connected with them differ. 

If, as Amin suggests, there is a change in the cultural environs alongside new 

political pressures, an interaction between the cultural and political will occur. This 

interaction between cultural and political aspects of social life results in similar products 

from both the government and the newspapers. They mimic each other as society 

transitions. The Revolution and the Iran-Iraq War that followed certainly qualify as new 

political and cultural pressures that could explain the similarities in visual material. The 

newspapers were, and are, censored, but most still operate outside of direct government 

control.  

This chapter attests to the existence of pictorialized and displayed deaths of 

Iranian women during the Iran-Iraq War era. Following a thematic analysis of noteworthy 

cases of graphically-displayed women’s deaths within both domestic Iranian newspapers 

and Iranian government periodicals usually sent outside of Iran, the chapter deconstructs 

the application of shahadat as an ambiguously applied label for women. Finally, it shows 

that the issue at stake within the ambiguously assigned photographs of women is the 

agency they hold within the picture itself, which is representative, in a larger sense, of 

their role within the Islamic Republic. 

DEATH IN THE IMAGE 

Photographs in Iranian newspapers and government publications evoking the 

death of the female subject often appeared in a graphically gruesome manner, at times, 

with the dead body in full view of the camera. Occasionally, the female subjects in these 

photographs received decisive labels of shohada, but this was not a hard and fast rule of 

identifying the image. The simultaneous ambiguity and ambivalence of labeling these 
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women’s deaths depicted a willingness to show women’s deaths in the war, but a lack of 

agreement or understanding about how these deaths should be presented to the Iranian 

populace. In an effort to breathe life back into the dead woman’s corpse, the periodical 

characterized the photographed woman according to relatable roles. The viewer was able 

to read these roles through the image and connect them to the idea of the woman as she 

lived.  

Women’s Deaths and Female Shohada in Newspaper Photographs 

Photographs of dead women in wartime newspapers appeared on occasion, 

especially during the early war years. Although the physical depictions of the photos 

varied, the ways in which the Ettela’at, Jomhuri-e eslami, and Keyhan labeled the women 

and embedded motifs within the photos were limited. The methods of coding the women 

included posing them as mothers, including women in descriptions of death photos but 

excluding them from the photos themselves, and depicting dead women in portraits from 

when they were alive.  

A common trope found in Iranian newspaper photographs, in association with the 

recognized roles the Islamic Republic’s visual campaign was easily able to afford Iranian 

women, was that of the “mother.” A prominently placed photograph within a series of 

pictures published in Jomhuri-e eslami depicted a woman, her face covered in blood, her 

hair formed in a halo around her head, and her body wrapped in a dark cloth (Image 

12).72 The picture’s perspective looked down on the woman with her body appearing 

vertically with her head at the top of the frame.  It emphasized the totality of her death 

and put her bloodied corpse into full public view. A caption described the woman in the 

photo as “my mother.” Following this address, the caption asked what kind of “bravery” 

                                                
72 Image 12. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami ,17 khordad 1361) 12.  
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this was and “on your steadfastness an oath, on your honesty an oath that we will contend 

with the infidel and on the red tulips of your martyrdom we urge a clear stream of 

humanity.”73 

Jomhuri-e eslami classified this photograph as a representation of martyrdom. 

The writer attached the term shahadat to the woman’s death. Additionally, the 

photograph became a rallying cry as the pictorialization of one person’s hypothetical 

mother. This one person is read as the viewer of the photograph, the singular first person, 

who then could join with the rest of the populace, in the form of the plural first person, to 

avenge his or her mother’s death. Her status as shahid is easily swallowed with the 

simultaneous and easily imaginable status of mother.  

Not all such photographs were tied to captions or articles calling for the action of 

its viewers, but they could continue with the mother symbolism. In another edition of 

Jomhuri-e eslami the view of the camera met the dead gaze of a woman lying next to a 

boy whose face was splattered with blood (Image 10).74 The perspective was similar to 

the previous photo, but rather than angle the photograph up the woman’s body from 

below, this photo looked straight into the faces of the subjects as the photographer stood 

over them. Unlike the previous woman, this woman wore a headscarf tightly pinned 

under her chin. Beneath the photo a caption stated that the picture is of a mother and her 

child who had received the shared goal of meeting their right, or haqq. It then asked what 

the difference is between these (pictured) crimes of Saddam and the bombardment of 

southern Lebanon at the hands of Israel. Jomhuri-e eslami made the connection that 

Iranians were suffering equally in comparison to their Muslim brethren in Lebanon at the 

hands of non-Muslim imperialist powers.  

                                                
73 My translation. 
74 Image 10. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami, 3 mordad 1361) 1. 
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Despite the visual similarities between the picture of “my mother” and that of the 

mother and child, they were not similarly contextually situated. The newspaper used the 

photograph of the former was as a call to arms for the shahadat of the mother. On the 

other hand, the newspaper took the latter photograph and used it to condemn the crimes 

of the Iraqi leader along with those of Israel. By doing so, it commiserated with the Arab 

cause against imperialist injustice. Furthermore, rather than bestow the label shahid or 

shahadat upon the mother and child, the caption used religiously-tinged language stating 

that they had received a right upon their deaths. Their deaths are a crime, implying their 

victimhood rather than their participation in it.  

Other examples of women, which newspapers depicted as shohada, required the 

use of the stand-in corpse. The woman could not stand on her own merit as a shahid 

without associations with motherhood. The photograph of another dead body soothed the 

appointment of a woman to shahid, but such images prevented the woman’s own pictorial 

to represent shahadat. Examples of this appeared frequently within Jomhuri-e eslami and 

Ettela’at. In one example, a young boy’s dead body appeared in an issue of Jomhuri-e 

eslami (Image 13).75 Alongside the photo, which itself was comparable to the shots of the 

dead women previously discussed, the description explained that the family of a member 

of the Revolutionary Guard, in particular his wife and son, were martyred due to an act of 

cowardice. The use of her son’s photographed body as a type of proxy made the woman’s 

death visible. Other relatives died in the event, yet only she and her child were mentioned 

in conjunction with her husband, the Revolutionary Guard member. She needed the 

association with her husband, a man, to be accorded the title of shahid. On her own as a 

woman, she did not merit the agency to be a shahid. 

                                                
75 Image 13. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami, 6 Shahrivar 1361) 1. 
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A final form within Iranian newspapers that represented women’s death due to the 

war was the portrait style. This photograph presentation form was more common for 

obituaries and less common than the previously discussed styles regarding woman’s 

deaths. However, it did appear within the newspapers of the time, albeit later in the war, 

and it did, like the other forms, reduce the importance and ability of the pictured woman 

to be a shahid. 

Following a bombing of an elementary school in which several young children 

and teachers were killed, Ettela’at dedicated several pages to displaying the individual 

portraits of all the children and their (female) teachers who had died (Image 14 & 15).76 

Interspersed among the lines of portraits of teachers and students were shots of the results 

of the explosion, whether they were the bombed-out school or the lines of children’s 

bodies lain out in the school hallways. It was only the children who appeared in such a 

manner. Yet, underneath each portrait was the title shahid along with each individual’s 

name. Every casualty, child or female adult, was a shahid.  

While the images of dead women appeared, the newspapers did not know how to 

address the photos that they had published. For Images 12, 14, and 15, the publications 

labeled each woman as shahid, but their pictorial presentations differed from one 

another.77 Image 12 was a violently bloody photograph of the woman following the time 

of her death. Images 14 and 15 were women exhibited through the portrait style. Images 

10 and 11 akin in style and presentation to Image 12, although pictured with other 

individuals, did not receive the title of shahid. For Image 10, the woman grouped in with 

                                                
76 Image 14 & 15. Ettela’at, shomareh-ye 18150 (Tehran: Mu’assasseh-ye Ettela’at, 21 Farvardin, 1366) 
13, 8.  
77 Image 12. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami ,17 khordad 1361) 12. 
Images 14 & 15. Ettela’at, shomareh-ye 18150 (Tehran: Mu’assasseh-ye Ettela’at, 21 Farvardin, 1366) 13, 
8. 
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the child merely received a description hinting at shahadat, but it did not explicitly 

categorize her as such.78 Image 11 received no individual attention through description 

since the only attached description was an article about the United Nations Security 

Council.79 The result of the limited, yet inconsistent, labels was an overall ambiguous 

message as to what women’s death represented visually. 

Women’s Deaths and Female Shohada in Government Periodical Photographs 

Similar to the wartime newspapers, the documents that the government distributed 

abroad acknowledged women’s pictorial deaths in varying ways. The party line regarding 

“martyr” designations in Imposed War, a periodical that the Iranian government 

published and circulated outside of Iran, was more stable than that within the domestic 

newspapers.80 In general, the periodicals determined the labels of “martyr” depending 

upon whether the subject was dead in the shot or not. Individuals, whether men, women, 

or children, needed to fulfill criteria within the photograph to receive the title “martyr” in 

the description. One of these necessary criteria was death. Stipulations that did not fulfill 

“martyrdom” categorization included, for example, two back-to-back photographs of 

wounded and maimed children, who were only labeled as “victims” (Images 16 & 17).81 

An old woman crying but without any signs of injuries was similarly distinguished as a 

“victim of war” (Image 18).82 Meanwhile several photographs of women sitting in piles 

                                                
78 Image 10. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami, 3 mordad 1361) 1. 
79 Image 11. Ettela’at (Tehran: Mu’assasseh-ye Ettela’at, 2 Mehr, 1364) 6.  
80 The use of “martyr” appears here because the periodical is primarily published in English. However, 
Arabic is also placed alongside the English in several volumes. In Volume 3, Persian also appears using the 
term shahid where “martyr” appears in English. 
81 Images 16 & 17. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence 
Council, 1983) 54-55, 207.  
It is also worth noting that in another volume, similar photographs of wounded children are labeled as 
“wounded” and neither as “victims” nor as “martyrs” Imposed War, vol. 2, 147. 
82 Image 18. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 61, 207.  
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of rubble or walking in the streets are deemed “refugees” (Images 19 & 20).83 Also, any 

Iraqis captured pictorially were excluded from being “martyrs” and if dead were 

described either as Iraqis or sometimes as “corpses” or ejsad (Image 21).84 

Further complicating the determination of women in these photographs as 

shohada was a general lack of consistency in dealing with the visualized death of women 

between government periodicals as well as newspapers. In September of 1985, Ettela’at 

exhibited a photograph of a group of people whose lifeless bodies were strewn 

haphazardly on the ground (Image 11).85 In the foreground of the photo lied a woman, 

face down in the dirt and rubble. Her hair was covered but her face peaked out from 

beneath her arm. There was no accompanying caption or description or even article 

referring to this picture. Rather, the article next to which the photograph appeared 

considered the proceedings of the United Nations Security Council in relation to what it 

should do to deal with the issues of the “imposed war”.86 The photo of the dead group of 

people from Ettela’at is relevant because two years prior it appeared in another 

periodical. 

In 1983 the War Information Headquarters published the five-volume series 

Imposed War, which they provided to audiences outside of Iran in order to view 

photographs of the atrocities of the war. One of these photographs was a full-page 

version of the photograph just discussed (Image 22).87 Published with an anonymous 
                                                
83 Image 19. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 29, 207. 
Image 20. Imposed War, vol. 2 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 1983) 
78, 151. 
84 Image 21. Imposed War, vol. 3 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
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85 Image 11. Ettela’at (Tehran: Mu’assasseh-ye Ettela’at, 2 Mehr, 1364) 6.  
86 Ettela’at (Tehran: Mu’assasseh-ye Ettela’at, 2 Mehr, 1364) 6. 
87 Image 22. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 23.  
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photographer in Ettela’at, this photo was attributed to photographer Mohammad Sayyad 

within the government photo collection.88 The compilers of Imposed War described the 

photograph in the following manner: “All members of a family are martyred during Iraqi 

bombings against the city of Abadan.”89  

Shahid was not used in the English. However, in a separate section of the book, in 

which Arabic accompanies English, the English “martyrs” became the Arabic “shuhada’” 

which coincided with the Persian shohada.90 In the following volumes, in which Persian 

was provided alongside the English and Arabic descriptions, “martyr” did correspond to 

shahid. Rather than merely calling them “victims” in English, Imposed War reaches to a 

more ideologically based term of “martyr”. In American and European cultures, this term 

often indicates a religious meaning or death for a sacred cause. Imposed War was using 

this deeper meaning to imbue the viewer with a sense of profound injustice perpetrated 

against Iranians. The Arabic, in turn, coincides in general meaning to that of the Persian 

shahid regarding witnessing to one’s faith and dying in the path of God. Use of this term 

might have been aimed at other Shi`i populations in Arabic-speaking countries. However, 

the shahadat culture alive within Iranian Shi`i culture does vary in its applicability to 

sunni contexts. Such references often conjure up images of Palestinian fedayin, or 

freedom fighters. Still, use of the term “shuhada” holds religious bearing and provides 

strength to the Islamic Republic’s argument that it was the one attacked. 

Imposed War proposes simplified criteria for being “martyrs,” “shuhada,” or 

“shohada.” The subject of the picture needed to appear dead within the frame. For men, 

namely soldiers, this point in particular was straightforward. In two different 

                                                
88 Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 1983) 207. 
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90 Ibid. 12. 
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photographs, a dead soldier lied splayed out on the ground with blood pooling around his 

head (Images 6 & 23).91 Imposed War labeled both as “martyrs.”92 This was not to say, 

however, that for every occurrence of dead individuals in a shot, there was a 

corresponding entitlement of “martyr”. The appearance of men in the photos made the 

designation of “martyrs” a greater likelihood. The description accompanying a 

photograph depicting three children of varying ages dead and bloodied did not even 

acknowledge their deaths, but instead said “Iraqi bombings against the residential areas in 

Western Iran” (Image 24).93 Again, such inconsistency made criteria for “martyrdom” 

status unstable.  

For images involving women’s deaths specifically, this unstable criteria resulted 

in an ambiguous reading of the meaning of their pictorialized deaths. Such depicted 

women merited “martyr” statuses when they appeared with other individuals within the 

frame. Appearance with others in the photo occurred in the Image 22 also printed in 

Ettela’at.94 Another occurrence of this phenomenon was a photograph of another family 

designated as “martyrs” (Image 25).95 Within the photo appeared the floral-patterned 

dress covering the legs of what the viewer assumes to be a woman. As this chapter will 

discuss later, the necessity for women to appear with other individuals in order to acquire 

the “martyr” label erased women’s sexuality in the frame.  

                                                
91 Images 6 & 23. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence 
Council, 1983) 112, 179. 
92 Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 1983) 207-
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93 Image 24. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 39, 207. 
94 Image 22. Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 23.  
95 Image 25. Imposed War, vol. 2 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 
1983) 36, 145. 
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Although Imposed War was clearer, albeit more limiting, about how to deal with 

women’s death in images and labels of “martyr,”Mahjubah, Echo of Islam, and Jihad did 

not have such predictable or clear-cut usages and designations. Throughout the years of 

the war, Echo of Islam and Jihad, while rife with examples of male martyrdom and death 

on the battlefield, did not engage in any production of women’s deaths in imagery. They 

only presented images of men in tandem with designations of shahid. 

Targeted specifically for women, Mahjubah provided an interesting example of 

the inability to deal with pictured roles of women killed in the war. Within the 

photographs that Mahjubah published that had a direct correlation with the war, there was 

a dichotomy between active and passive roles expressed in the images. The roles the 

women depicted in the photographs fulfilled roles with which the Islamic Republic was 

comfortable according to women. Most commonly the passive roles appeared in the form 

of women as mourners. Mahjubah presented women crying following the death of their 

male loved ones at the front. 

On the more active side was the appearance of women performing one of two 

duties. The first was of women as nurses or aiding the wounded in hospitals (Image 26).96 

The second acceptable example of chadored women portraying active roles in the war 

depicted women carrying rifles, as discussed in the previous chapter (Image 27).97 Of 

course, such photos were not restricted to Mahjubah. Chelkowski and Dabashi selected 

numerous examples of such women. Some of these images became memorialized as 

stamps or other cultural objects (Image 8).98 These memorialized images provided 
                                                
96 Image 26. Mahjubah: The Magazine for Muslim Women 3, no. 4 (Foundation of Islamic Thought, 
January 1985) 32. 
97 Image 27. Mahjubah: The Magazine for Muslim Women 7, no. 51 (Foundation of Islamic Thought, May 
1987) 14. 
98 Image 8. Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 217. 
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women a visualized opening to participate and be active, contributing members of the 

Islamic Republic. These photos carried a revolutionary tone with them that was further 

emphasized by a description accompanying one Mahjubah photograph. This photo 

specifically noted that these women were upholding the continued Islamic Revolution in 

the time of the war.99 Although exemplifying an active role or an activity, these women 

in the photographs attained the label of “martyrs” through their representation of women 

who were “martyred” during the Revolution at the hands of the shah’s forces.100  

Unlike the women in Mahjubah who stood alone, the women in Imposed War, in 

appeared with men. However, the examples in that periodical, unlike Mahjubah, ignored 

the women’s roles and their appearance in the photos with such descriptions as “Military 

training for the Basij popular forces” or “All together”.101 Therefore, it overlooked their 

gender designation and prevented them of as women from receiving specific titles.  

Neither example of these active roles received the designation of “martyrs,” yet 

the more passive roles of women portrayed in photographs did garner this. One such 

example in Mahjubah was a portrait of a woman wearing a chador and staring straight 

into the camera lens (Image 28).102 Although the style of the photo fit neatly within the 

style of male martyr portraits, the woman’s portrait was centered in the page, drawing the 

viewer’s eyes directly to her reciprocated gaze. She allowed herself to be viewed and did 

not divert her eyes. It is more common with men to avoid directly gazing into the camera 

lens.103 Her engagement with the lens and label of martyr via her son represents her 
                                                
99 Mahjubah: The Magazine for Muslim Women 7, no. 51 (Foundation of Islamic Thought, May 1987) 14.  
100 Ibid. 
101 Imposed War, vol. 1 (Tehran: War Information Headquarters, Supreme Defence Council, 1983) 66, 71, 
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visual passivity. The corresponding article, entitled “The Journey of a lifetime: from 

Buddhism to Islam to martyrdom,” was an interview with the “martyred” woman. From 

the text it was clear that the woman was still alive but her son, whose similarly styled 

portrait followed two pages later, has been martyred while at the front as a Revolutionary 

Guard member.104 The woman, addressed as Mrs. Babaei, was concretely named as a 

martyr and represented in a similar style as male martyrs. Yet, she did not need to die to 

be thusly depicted because it was her son’s death that made it acceptable for her to have 

the martyr status. Within the frame of the picture, Mrs. Babaei did not act or reveal an 

active participation in her martyrdom, yet she was still able to receive the title. 

THE UNPREDICTABLE FEMALE SHAHID 

Photographs representing the deaths of women during the war and the 

consequential characterizations of these photographs did not correspond precisely to 

photographs and labels accorded to men and their deaths. The prevalence and the range 

of photographs relating to men’s deaths in the war were much greater. This was not 

surprising, as it was men who were soldiers during the war. Graphic photographs of 

men’s dead bodies appeared frequently in newspapers like Ettela’at and Jomhuri-e 

eslami, along with government-published periodicals like Imposed War, Echo of Islam, 

and Mahjubah.  

A common example of gruesome imagery occurred in an issue of Jomhuri-e 

eslami. The issue displayed the gory bodies akin to the ways in which the women 

designated as mothers were depicted (Image 29).105 The photographer had taken the 

photos from directly above the bodies and presented the utter bloody gore of their deaths. 

                                                
104 Mahjubah: The Magazine for Muslim Women 4, no. 1 (Foundation of Islamic Thought, April 1985) 8-
9. 
105 Image 29. Jomhuri eslami (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami, 24 Azar, 1360) 8.  
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The newspaper referred to each of these men several times as being a shahid and 

receiving shahadat. The caption even referred to the story of Hoseyn at Karbala, drawing 

a tie between the martyrdom of Hoseyn and that of these men on the battlefield.  

Besides their automatic textual consideration as shohada, the criteria photographs 

of men fulfilled for certain designations varied from the evidence regarding photographs 

of women. Unlike the women, the most commonly displayed photographs of men relating 

to the war were portraits. Following each of these portraits came a brief article describing 

the death of the male subject in the war effort or an article extolling his life (Image 30).106 

Whether in a heading or the article connected to the photograph, the male subject is 

described as a shahid, or as having participated in, or received, his shahadat. These 

portraits are so common that they appeared in nearly every newspaper issue.  

Such portraits were taken prior to the death of the subject but were taken in 

preparation for becoming a martyr. This preparatory activity was performed along with 

letter-writing. Throughout the war, newspapers and periodicals like Echo of Islam 

published such martyr letters, along with diaries from those at the front, for public 

consumption.  

While newspapers only occasionally demarcated the photographs of dead women 

as shohada, newspapers represented action shots of living men as depictions of shohada. 

These men, performing any number of active tasks, had the label of shahid. In 1981, 

Keyhan displayed a prime, and common, example of men performing active tasks as 

shohada. It portrayed a soldier writing in a book on the battlefield (Image 31).107 Many 

such shots covered the pages of newspapers like Keyhan, Ettela’at, and Jomhuri-e eslami 

                                                
106 Image 30. Jomhuri eslami, shomareh-ye 6350, sal-e sevom (Tehran: Hezb-e Jomhuri eslami, 5 
Shahrivar 1360), 4. 
107 Image 31. Keyhan (Tehran: Mu’asseseh-ye Keyhan, 28 Esfand, 1359) 24.  
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especially in the earlier years of the war. Tied to the picture of the soldier was an article 

describing the man as a shahid who was writing his nameh.108  

No such photographs existed for women during this time. The photographed 

memorials of them and their deaths existed as graphic displays of their dead bodies, as 

posed portraits taken before their deaths for a different purpose than to be used once they 

are dead, or as another dead body representing their own dead body. Shots of them 

performing an action prior to death did not appear. Therefore, in order to represent their 

own personal shahadat, separate from that of anyone else’s (i.e. their son’s or husband’s), 

the actual deaths of women became a particular criterion to affording them the name of 

shahid, while their male counterparts did not require death to have the expectation of the 

title. Men were able to aspire to become shohada. They could actively offer themselves 

for military service and expect that, as a part of that service, they could achieve shahadat. 

Women only accidentally and occasionally became shohada. There was nothing uniform 

about their shahadat except that, in their lifetimes, they did not have the agency or 

expectation to become shohada. 

Using the photographs as a guide, the application, in terms of gender, of the term 

shahid in the context of the Iran-Iraq War was questionable. According to Shirazi, 

Chelkowski and Dabashi, and even a Mahjubah article cited earlier, martyrdom was not 

restricted between the sexes and women were involved in the Shi`i martyrdom history.109 

                                                
108 Nameh I translate here as “letter” and in this context the letter is from the potential shahid to his 
family. The subject matter varies but some examples of such letters articulate a desire to die for God, as 
Varzi makes note in Roxanne Varzi, Warring Souls: Youth, Media, and Martyrdom in Post-Revolution Iran 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006) 56-57. 
109 Faegheh Shirazi, “The Daughters of Karbala: Images of Women in Popular Shi`i Culture in Iran,” in 
The Women of Karbala: Ritual Performance and Symbolic Discourses in Modern Shi`i Islam, Ed. Kamran 
Aghaie (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2005) 97. 
Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic Republic 
of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 276. 
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For men, this concept was stably defined. The context of their willing participation in the 

war resulted in photographs of men who automatically received the categorization of 

martyr.  

Women, on the other hand, did not experience this same willingness to participate 

in war, because they were not able to be soldiers. Martyrdom was not a natural 

presumption or fate prior to their deaths. Shirazi notes that photographers had taken 

pictures of women martyrs and had brought these images before the eyes of the public. 

Although she dismisses such photographs because they presented supposed “passive” 

forms of martyrdom, this point on passivity is still poignant.110 The women who died as a 

result of being in the line of fire, or who may have been referred to as “collateral 

damage,” did not choose to put themselves in range of the guns or bombs of war, unlike 

the (male) soldiers, who were so quickly labeled as shohada. Their deaths were 

accidental. In some instances, newspapers and other periodicals addressed photographed 

women with the term shahid, which implied, although did not always require, activity or 

an active decision to die in the path of God. Yet, much discourse surrounding the issue of 

martyrdom stressed the point that the act of martyrdom did not need to be an active goal 

for which individuals strived.111 Shirazi brings up this issue in addressing the creation of 

a section in the Museum of Martyrs in Tehran dedicated to female martyrs, even though 

she does not analyze in detail the objects from the female martyrs exhibited within the 

                                                                                                                                            
Mahjubah: The Magazine for Muslim Women 2, no. 5 (Foundation of Islamic Thought, July-August 1982), 
22. 
110 Faegheh Shirazi, “The Daughters of Karbala: Images of Women in Popular Shi`i Culture in Iran,” in 
The Women of Karbala: Ritual Performance and Symbolic Discourses in Modern Shi`i Islam, Ed. Kamran 
Aghaie (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2005) 93. 
111 Laleh Khalili, Heroes and Martyrs of Palestine: The Politics of National Commemoration (Cambridge, 
UK: Cambridge University Press, 2007) 114. 
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museum.112 Still, although their deaths might not have been active choices, the women’s 

pictorial presentation in conjunction with the label of shahid reads as an active measure 

within the frame itself. 

Regardless of the accidental, involuntary, and even incidental nature of women’s 

elevations to being shohada, the periodicals made a choice to give this title to various 

women in certain photographs. The pictorial publicizing of women’s martyred deaths was 

secondary to those publicizing men’s, as they were vastly outnumbered and often 

overlooked.113 At the same time, more consistently with the government periodicals, the 

photographed women did receive shahid status. As Shirazi argues, it behooved the 

Islamic Republic to enable all of its governed to be able to attain martyrdom.114 

Bestowing the title of shahid satisfied mourning relatives following their loved one’s 

(unexpected) deaths. 

The view, or gaze, played into this concept of deciding who was shahid and who 

was not. It is the ability of the viewer to view that gives the image power and meaning; 

the power is in the interpretation.115 Varzi states that “[m]artyrdom is nothing without 

remembrance and without the cultural industry that keeps the martyr alive after death 

because what is promised is eternal glory.”116 The continued production of the death 

image perpetuated the concept of martyrdom. Using the visual as the frame of reference, 

photographs dealing with death during the war allowed for the categorization of the 

subjects within the photo to be martyrs. Other artifacts relating to men and their 
                                                
112 Faegheh Shirazi, “Death, the Great Equalizer: Memorializing Martyred (Shahid) Women in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran” Visual Anthropology 25, no. 1-2 (2012) 110-114.  
113 Ibid. 108. 
114 Ibid. 109-110. 
115 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, Trans. Richard Howard (New York: 
Hill and Wang, 1981), 63-71.  
116 Roxanne Varzi, Warring Souls: Youth, Media, and Martyrdom in Post-Revolution Iran (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2006) 56. 
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involvement in the war further contributed to the cult of shahadat. Men depicted within 

photographs relating to their death in the war were systematically deemed to be shohada. 

Every action and pose expresses their martyrdom, whether the men are dead at the time 

of the photo’s publication, or still alive. They still had the potential to die; and therefore, 

they had the potential to be shohada.  

Such assessments of women and their involvement and death in the war 

complicated this understanding of martyrdom via visual remembrance. Using the visual 

as the frame of reference did not mean that there were no female martyrs or that female 

martyrdom was not recognized or remembered if there were no pictorial representations 

of it. Rather, such a perspective, through the confines of the visual and its presence in the 

periodicals, with corresponding descriptions and interpretations, gave a voice to their 

possible martyrdom and suggested that one of the active roles (i.e. dying) of women 

during the war was visually ill-defined. According to Varzi’s standards, and other 

photography theorists like Susan Sontag, the women are remembered because they are 

photographed. The periodicals published some of these women’s photographs for public 

viewing. As a result, viewers were able to interpret or associate these women’s deaths 

with shahadat although they have not been labeled as shohada.  

This reading of the women’s gory images missing titles of shahid provides a new 

interpretation of the term shahid in terms of the publication of visual martyr material. For 

understanding the inclusion and exclusion of women as shohada in periodical 

photographs, there was recognition of a different form of witnessing, or shahed. To be a 

martyr in Islam requires only that the person witness God through his or her death. 

Within the context of the photographs, however, the person’s death must be witnessed 

visually in order to be coded as shahadat. The death pictures, portraits, and by-proxy 

photos revealed this necessary visual display. But the visual witnessing by the viewer was 
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the only stable criterion that consistently coded photographs involving women as 

exhibiting shahadat. There is no other shared criterion besides the viewer’s gaze upon 

them. The ways in which the women are displayed and whether the title of shahid is 

actually applied varies. 

What the appearance of these varied and inconsistently labeled photographs 

reveals is an overall ambiguous role that Iranian periodicals assigned to Iranian women 

during the Iran-Iraq War. Chelkowski and Dabashi, Varzi, and Shirazi have all examined 

the roles of women in the government’s, or government-censored, view during this time. 

They present a stable image of Iranian women as representing the sacrificing mother, 

Fatemeh, or the mourning sister, Zeynab. Occasionally, as Chelkowski and Dabashi note, 

the Iranian woman in the war-torn Islamic Republic was also the militant woman 

carrying the rifle.117 However, the appearance of dead women was evidence of a struggle 

within the press and government productions to grapple with the reality of civilian and, in 

particular, women’s deaths. The photograph and fumbling inconsistency with the mark of 

shahid was representative of the real inability of the Iranian press and government to 

assure the shahadat of women when they died in war. They were representative because 

the photo embodied this figment of reality.118 

As a result, the eternal question of what women’s role in society was that began in 

the nineteenth-century and became so relevant during the Pahlavi period maintained its 

importance and lack of a complete answer during the war period in the Islamic Republic. 

Periodicals of the Pahlavi period attempted to deal with determining women’s place in 

Iranian society by addressing women’s dress code, marriage laws, education, and 

                                                
117 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 216-217. 
118 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1973) 4. 
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employment.119 Within the more recent Islamic Republic, the press and government 

periodicals at the time of the war struggled to define women’s social place in wartime. 

While some designated their living roles (e.g. sacrificing mother Fatemeh), their deaths 

challenged this and brought into question whether these women were shohada or victims. 

Similar to the reign of the Pahlavis, determining women’s place within Iranian society led 

into murky realms.  

Additionally, the image’s audience was a key element in interpreting the message 

of a photograph in its particular context. Roxanne Varzi draws on this point when she 

notes the control of the Islamic Republic over image production during the Iran-Iraq War. 

The state limited the images of the war distributed outside of Iran.120 Varzi notes that the 

image of Iran within the country was not the same as that which the state allowed to 

appear abroad. Through preventing the democratization of the Iranian image, the Islamic 

Republic owned the means of production and could shape whatever visual portrayal of 

the country to the world outside that it wanted. Such externally distributed depictions 

appeared in the forms of Imposed War, Echo of Islam, and Mahjubah. The government 

bodies of the Ministry of War and the Ministry of Islamic Guidance produced these 

periodicals primarily to ensure that foreign audiences saw what the government wanted 

them to see. However, domestically, the newspapers such as Ettela’at, Jomhuri-e eslami, 

and Keyhan did not have such direct oversight from the government. Although the sense 

of ambivalence in dealing with women’s visualized death prevailed in both the 

externally-distributed government periodicals and the internally-distributed newspapers, 

the forms of the images fumbling with women’s role in violence varied. 

                                                
119 Camron Michael Amin, “Selling and Saving ‘Mother Iran’: Gender and the Iranian Press in the 1940s,” 
International Journal of Middle East Studies 33, no. 3 (2001) 349. 
120 Roxanne Varzi, Warring Souls: Youth, Media, and Martyrdom in Post-Revolution Iran (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2006) 26.  
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WOMEN’S AGENCY WITHIN THE FRAME 

The result of the ambiguous designation of these women as active martyrs and 

their associated roles as mothers within the discourse of nationalism was a questionable 

claim of agency for the female subjects of these photographs. The murky nature of their 

possibility for shahid status articulated a lack of ability on the part of the female subject 

to claim shahadat for herself. The newspaper or government periodical claimed the title 

for the dead woman. As stated earlier, men had this agency to be shohada and the 

variability of photographs that they could have, without needing to be dead, emphasized 

this ability. However, both the men, who were shohada, and the women, who were dead 

and may or may not have been shohada, lacked individualization. The image endowed 

the subject with a broader identity while simultaneously removing his or her own identity 

as a person. The photo was a representation of reality. Therefore, it played upon a 

“collective cultural identity” and presented an identity in which the entire Iranian 

community could take part.121 

There was also a caveat to many photographs of women who did receive the mark 

of shahid. Many of these photos depicted the women alongside other people. The women 

within the photos lost the individual status of shahid just as shahadat connects with the 

public, or viewer’s, understanding of it as a collective concept. As previously stated, the 

women in the frames were not able to be shohada based on the fact that they were 

women. Instead, the periodicals determined their shahid statuses based on their 

appearance with others. Consequently, this appearance with others, usually male, meant 

that the women in the photos lost their designation as purely women of their own 

                                                
121 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 39. 
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accord.122 The main reason for this erasure of their female identity was the lack of agency 

these photographed women had. Alone in the photo, the dead women did not provoke the 

ideals of martyrdom. With other individuals in the frame, their ability to be viewed as 

women capable of shahadat on their own terms lost its merit. 

Further challenging the possibility of the dead woman’s agency within the frame 

was the understanding of women’s signification. The pictures showing these dead women 

signified the crimes of the enemy. They were to be viewed not for their own contributions 

to the war, but as evidence of the treachery of the enemy against them. Their actions were 

not celebrated, because, as women, it was assumed that they merely “appear[ed].”123 

Their femininity was ignored. Connecting with this dismissal of the personhood of the 

subject was the simultaneous erasure of the female subjects’ sexuality within the frame. 

This occurred when the women were marked as “mother.”124  

Image 12 of “my mother” was a tempting model of this. The female figure in the 

photo was not wearing a head covering, which the government coded as immodest within 

the Islamic Republic context. However, despite the woman’s free-flowing hair, Jomhuri-

e eslami specifically chose to publish this image and the government chose not to censor 

the image. She became labeled as mother and, furthermore, she was labeled as shahid. It 

was this label as “mother” that negated her sexuality, as read through the visibility of her 

hair, and allowed her the possibility to be shahid. Therefore, while afforded shahadat, the 

pictured woman lost her agency to have an identity as a sexualized woman. 

                                                
122 This dismissal of the image signifying the woman, or person, but rather signifying another concept 
entirely is associated with Partha Chatterjee’s assessment of the “figure of woman” in The Nation and its 
Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993) 68.  
123 John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London: British Broadcasting Corporation & Penguin Books, 1972) 47. 
124 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1993) 131. 
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Nonetheless, the status of the pictured woman has changed. Amin argues that 

during the Pahlavi period, the images depicting the bodily form of the female Iran 

emphasized that she was a mere observer within the frame.125 The ability to become 

shahid, while it is questionable whether it is an active role for the women depicted, is in 

the least not reserved to the realm of observation. Their deaths were actions even if their 

shahadat was assigned for them. 

CONCLUSION 

Women’s deaths in the public visual frame posed a particular challenge for 

Iranian publications during the Iran-Iraq War. While use of the images could have a 

strong effect in mobilizing the masses against such tragedy, the appearance of women’s 

death photos also registered the issue of dealing with what women’s deaths meant for the 

Islamic Republic and women’s roles in general. Specifically, periodicals within the 

Islamic Republic fumbled with regarding women’s imaged deaths as evidence of 

shahadat. Such images, and the meanings behind them, lied between the murky 

demarcation of active and passive roles and presented an ambiguous message attesting to 

the meaning of women’s deaths and possibility for shahadat. To be a shahid and die for 

the cause of the Islamic Republic required action. The Islamic Republic reserved such 

action and identification as a shahid to the realm of men, particularly those serving in the 

war. Yet, on occasion, periodicals accorded women these honorifics. However, the 

restraint in applying shahid titles to every pictorialized case of women’s deaths marked 

women’s images as lacking a key element that men, whether dead or alive in the frame, 

received: the expectation of shahadat.  

                                                
125 Camron Michael Amin, “Selling and Saving ‘Mother Iran’: Gender and the Iranian Press in the 1940s,” 
International Journal of Middle East Studies 33, no. 3 (2001) 341.  
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The lack of definition in terms of women’s pictured possibility to be shohada 

touched on the ways in which women expressed power in the photos. Periodicals 

continued to code dead women as mothers or holding passive roles. The Islamic 

Republic’s claim to the term of shahid and the regime’s unwillingness to unequivocally 

dole out the title to every case of women’s pictorialized deaths further emphasized the 

women’s powerlessness within the frame as victims of the crimes of the enemy. The 

periodicals silenced their voices while continuing to violate them through publication of 

the images. The Iranian public could gaze upon the women but could not read the 

possibility of sacrifice for the nation, just violation as the nation. However, with the 

tumult of the 2009 presidential election and the subsequent death of Neda Agha-Soltan, 

dead women’s visual presentation changed the debate regarding women’s agency in the 

frame. 
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The Case of Neda Agha-Soltan 

While the Islamic Republic used the Iran-Iraq War to bolster its power, the Green 

Movement of 2009 set about shaking that same regime to its very core. The charges of 

corruption that followed the 2009 reelection of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 

brought with them mass protests in the streets. Iran had not seen such public 

demonstrations since the Revolution. Akin to the Islamic Revolution and the war, images 

played a crucial role in expressing and guiding various spheres of public opinion during 

the Green Movement protests. Key events and newer media forms aided in not only 

bringing forth broad participation but also in enabling viewers throughout Iran and the 

world to bear witness to the movement itself.  

Right in the thick of the post-election protests, a young woman, Neda Agha-

Soltan, was fatally shot in the street. If not for the widespread use and portability of the 

camera-phone, the death of Neda, as Green Movement supporters casually came to call 

her, would have gone only moderately noticed. However, the video recording of her last 

dying moments that was shared throughout the world via the Internet gained mythic 

proportions. Green Movement defenders were clear in their pictorial depiction of Agha-

Soltan and the labels of shahid and martyr that they attached to her death images. Yet, 

due to the undeniable explosive popularity of Neda’s death video, reporters and 

individuals aligned with the Iranian press and government had to display or replicate 

Neda’s image while simultaneously denying her the possible status as shahid. As a result, 

the visual message these parties produced revolving around Neda was confused. 

Although the exact form had changed in the case of Neda, the Iranian press continued its 

policy since the Iran-Iraq War of ambiguity regarding the role of women’s visualized 

deaths in Iranian society. Although there was ambiguity in the message the Iranian press 
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portrayed through its use of Neda’s image, the plurality of ways in which Neda appeared 

in the images and peered out from the images, along with attached titles of shahid from 

non-Iranian press sources, contributed to an overall sense of Neda’s agency within the 

frame. Neda’s case allowed for the potentiality of female shahadat within the Iranian 

national narrative. 

THE EVENTS SURROUNDING NEDA’S DEATH VIDEO 

In the summer of 2009, President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was running for 

reelection against the more reform-oriented Mir-Hossein Mousavi. June 12 marked the 

day of the reelection. Iranians cast their ballots and within a few hours Iranian officials 

announced Ahmadinejad’s victory with approximately sixty-five percent of the vote.126 

Despite Mousavi’s claims that he had been informed of his own win, official reports 

placed his vote tally at only about thirty-three percent.127 Demanding a new round of 

votes and recounts, protestors took to the streets in cities throughout Iran. Green came to 

represent the demonstrations, and movement as a whole, as it had been representative of 

Mousavi’s campaign.  

Although initial demonstrations were peaceful, each day that followed brought 

violence, increasing unrest, and police crackdowns. By June 19, the international press 

had announced that ten people had been killed in the clashes.128 Security forces had 

arrested hundreds more, but hundreds of thousands were still demonstrating.  

                                                
126 “Mousavi protested the result of the election,” Deutsche Welle. June 13, 2009, http://www.dw.de/a-
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Despite those killed within the first days of the protests, the seminal moment of 

what had come to be known as the Green Movement was the death of one young woman 

named Neda Agha-Soltan. The twenty-six-year-old middle class woman was fatally shot 

in the street in Tehran on June 20. Initially it was unclear who had killed her, but 

protestors placed the blame on a member of the Basij, or civilian militia.129 However, it 

was not her individual death that drew national and international attention. Rather, it was 

the graphic video recording of the moments immediately following the shooting and her 

on-camera death that grabbed mass notice after being uploaded on Facebook and 

YouTube. 

The video begins with the cameraperson facing the young woman as she falls 

backwards onto the ground. As she lies on her back with two men on either side of her, 

the person holding the camera runs over to her right side. Her eyes appear to roll back 

and her headscarf sags beneath her head. The camera is at her head as another man kneels 

beside her holding his arms out. The other two men are pressing her chest and the third 

man leans towards her face. At once, the camera is again distant from the fallen woman 

and someone’s finger is partially covering lens. The cameraperson again runs up to the 

woman. There is a pool of blood beneath her body and splattered over her blue jeans. 

Quickly, there is a shot of the woman’s face. It appears vacant, her eyes are looking past 

the camera and blood is streaming from her nose and mouth. Throughout the length of the 

video, men are speaking frantically and one is even shouting. One man urgently 

addressed Neda saying, “natars” (“Do not be afraid!”).130 Later, a male voice calls out 

multiple times, each more frantically than the preceding plea: “bemun” (“Stay [alive]!”) 
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131 In the background a woman’s scream is audible. Although there are what appear to be 

various versions available, all show the same events transpiring.132 

The reaction to the video was immediate. Social media websites were abuzz with 

news of the video while international news broadcasters reported on and reproduced the 

video on their websites, in their newspapers, and on their television programs. On the 

website Twitter, “#neda” became a “trending” topic attached to Twitter users’ statuses 

and comments.133 Even on June 20, immediately following her death, thousands of 

Twitter users were using “#neda” most often in connection with “#iranelection.” 

Connected to many of the statuses were links to the video of her death. As the 2013 

presidential election neared, “#neda” alongside “#iranelection” again became a popular 

colocation in Twitter users’ statuses and comments.134 

VIEWING AND REACTING – TAKES ON NEDA’S (VISUALIZED) DEATH 

It was not merely average Twitter users voicing their reactions to the killing. 

Various parties brought to light topics ranging from human rights violations, to claims 

regarding the identity of Neda’s killer, to the changing role of media, all due to the 

appearance and spread of the video. Those engaging in this international conversation 

were as varied as the topics they discussed. Whether international or Iranian, government 

or independent, defending or condemning, the reactions that the video set into motion 
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gave the video and Neda a life long after the Green Movement had fizzled and contended 

with previous understandings of Iranian women’s shahadat. 

International and Pro-Green Movement Reactions 

Although within the context of this project reactions from outside of Iran are less 

relevant in the creation of a national myth, international responses are nonetheless worthy 

of mention to show the scope of response to Neda’s visualized death. In the United 

States, political commentators weighed in on the death video. Fareed Zakaria, on his 

political news program GPS, replayed a segment of the video for his viewers.135 President 

Barack Obama stated in a press conference that he had seen the video and that it was 

“heartbreaking.”136 The journalist who had posed the question and briefly described the 

video prefaced her question by saying that it “put a human face” on the ongoing situation 

in Iran. Additionally, Senator John McCain devoted a portion of a talk in the United 

States Senate to retelling the events that occurred in the video in detail.137 By either 

showing the video or describing it, they played a part in further empowering the culture 

created by and around the video and images of Neda’s death.  

Another example of international reaction that continues to this day the lasting 

effect of the visual nature of Neda’s death is Amnesty International’s “Neda Speaks” 

campaign. Participants throughout the world have submitted over two thousand entries 

since 2009. Amnesty describes the campaign as a means of commiserating with the 

Iranian people, who the government has not allowed to mourn Neda’s passing.138 To 

                                                
135 “Neda: The Death Seen Around the World,” YouTube video, 4:27. Posted by “sherlock72.” June 13, 
2010, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNknzg1Zbqc. 
136 “Fundamentally unjust Obama Rudi – McCain For Neda,” YouTube video, 6:26, Posted by 
“Jackymrous.” December , 28, 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2yUUAgm1B0. 
137 “Senator John McCain on Iran and Tribute to Neda Agha-Soltan,” YouTube video, 5:55, Posted by 
“pumapacdotorg,” June 22, 2009, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=biAlyEa6l9E. 
138 “Neda Speaks,” Amnesty International. 2013, http://www.nedaspeaks.org. 
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participate, a person must send a photograph of him- or herself holding a sign with the 

writing “I am Neda” on it. Amnesty’s campaign recreates Neda’s face anew and allows 

any person in the world to become Neda and the symbol she is for the Iranian people. The 

title of the visual project, “Neda Speaks”, gives a voice to Neda that she could not have in 

her own video as she lied dying. Contrary to the title’s implication, none of the subjects 

actually speaks, but their communal voice as Neda is read visually in the photo (Image 

32).139 The campaign re-appropriates Neda and her death to be a symbol for the global 

citizen and not merely for the Iranian. 

In France, a protest in support of the Green Movement took on Neda’s face, 

literally. One of the quintessential images displayed throughout the world was a 

photograph of protestors holding up the same picture of Neda’s face as masks. Jacques 

Brinon’s photograph for the Associated Press obscures the protestors’ actual faces. 

Instead, it is only Neda’s face and hair, without a hijab, and her name that is apparent to 

the viewer (Image 33).140 Again, Neda’s image is re-appropriated for mass grouping.  

However, an even more striking example of reacting and interpreting Neda’s 

visualized death in the international spectrum is the production of documentaries. Both 

BBC and HBO developed documentaries discussing the Green Movement, Neda’s life 

story, her shooting, her family, and life in Iran since the fall of the Green Movement. 

Prominent actress Shohreh Aghdashloo narrated the HBO creation, which provided 

English and Persian versions. Not only was this documentary for those outside and 

disconnected from Iran, but it was for Iranians in diaspora as well. Both documentaries 

presented various pictures of Neda, often wearing a t-shirt and jeans and without the 

                                                
139 Image 32. “Neda Speaks,” Amnesty International. 2013, http://www.nedaspeaks.org. 
140 Image 33. Jacques Brinon, photographer, “France Iran Protest,” Photograph, from Associated Press.  
July 25, 2009, accessed June 30, 2013, http://www.apimages.com/metadata/Index/FRANCE-IRAN-
PROTEST/5395b1c82ff44c36b11ffcd1421f9676/2/0. 
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mandated hijab (Image 34).141 The documentaries emphasized how much Neda was 

“Western”. She loved British novels, she had a boyfriend, and she had visited Turkey on 

multiple occasions.142 Another element the documentaries stressed was that Neda 

detested the Islamic Republic’s regime. She stopped attending university after realizing 

that her beliefs regarding religion did not correlate with the theology courses she was 

taking at the university.143 She was relatable to any young European or North American 

woman. The Neda these documentaries portrayed was an activist and defender of human 

rights in Iran.  

Denying the Face of the Green Movement 

Within Iran, there were two predominant views towards the video’s explosive 

visibility. The first falls in line with the international response to Neda’s death. They 

were the supporters of the Green Movement that had led Neda out into the streets on that 

fateful day. Those supporting this response blamed the government for her murder and 

accused a member of the basij militia as her shooter. The opposing side was defensive of 

the government and looked to other sources as her murderer. This viewpoint had a variety 

of takes on the video and her death. Some condemned her killing while arguing that it 

was not a basiji who killed her. Others urged that her death was faked to make the 

Islamic Republic look responsible and that the real Neda was alive elsewhere. When 

Larry King, among other American interviewers, asked re-elected President Mahmoud 

Ahmadinejad about Agha-Soltan’s death, Ahmadinejad characterized the shooting as 

                                                
141 Image 34. Dir. Monica Gamsey, “Neda: An Iranian Martyr,” BBC Two: This World. November 24, 
2009, film. 
142 Dir. Antony Thomas. “For Neda,” HBO. June 14, 2009, film. 
143 Dir. Monica Gamsey, “Neda: An Iranian Martyr,” BBC Two: This World. November 24, 2009, film: 
4:27-4:32. 
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suspicious.144 The president cast doubt on the veracity of claims that a government-

affiliated individual had killed Neda. He even insinuated that the American government 

had played a role in her death. 

The issue at stake within the wartime newspapers and government publications is 

again ambivalence towards dealing with the visualized death of women, or attachment of 

the title shahid or “martyr” to women. Within the contemporary context of the Green 

Movement of 2009 and the publicized visual death of Neda Agha-Soltan, the Iranian 

press and government publications beaome stauncher in their approaches to the young 

woman’s image than they did during the war. Neda, with her status akin in many ways to 

that of a celebrity, received direct attention that the women photographed during the war 

did not. Those inside and outside of Iran identified the woman in the video as Neda 

Agha-Soltan and subsequently referred to her by name. Such direct attentiveness to her 

name and status among the Green Movement protestors and international observers 

affected the ways in which the Iranian press characterized Neda and her image. 

For government periodicals, there was one policy for Neda’s case: dismissal. For 

the issues following the Green Movement protests and Neda’s death, neither Mahjubah 

nor Echo of Islam confront the event at all. Unlike the Iran-Iraq War, which permeated 

every area of life, the Green Movement, at least in the view of these periodicals, did not. 

The protests and deaths were not even a blip on the radar for these publications dealing 

with the proper roles of Muslims in contemporary society.  

As for the Iranian press, if dismissal was not a possibility, another extreme was. 

On its website, Fars News Agency repeatedly reproduced multiple versions of Agha-

                                                
144 “Mahmoud Ahmadinejad tries to explain away Neda Agha Soltans death – September 2009,” YouTube 
video, 6:10, Posted by “sherlock72.” January 24, 2010, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjiUSm9x2GU: 
2:00-6:10. 
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Soltan’s image. One article displays a photo taken from the BBC showing Agha-Soltan’s 

bloodied body and gaping eyes with what appears to be the doctor Arash Hejazi bending 

over her (Image 35).145 The article does not determine that she is a shahid but states 

repeatedly that her death was qatl, or merely a “killing.” Another article, which does not 

use any photos of her, states that Agha-Soltan was killed. It contrasts her killing to the 

shahadat of an Egyptian woman named Marwa al Sharbini.146 Al Sharbini had stood up 

for her right as a Muslim in a German court of law. This act resulted in her murder in the 

courtroom at the hands of the very man against whom she was testifying in a defamation 

case. Although this particular article did not use a photo of either Agha-Soltan or Al 

Sharbini, other articles declaring Al Sharbini as “nemad-e jonbesh-e hejab” (“symbol of 

the hijab movement”) in the West and “shahid zen-e mohajabeh” (hijabbed woman 

martyr).147   

Despite the use of the violent images of Neda’s death along with various portraits, 

which hold a stylistic resemblance to the portraits of shohada during the war, Fars News 

was clear about its categorization of Neda. Unlike the press during the war, Fars News 

did not label Neda as a shahid. This news agency participated in perpetuating Neda’s 

death images, which shared in the visual tradition of martyr photos. However, it 

determined that these photos were not proof of her martyrdom. Instead, according Fars 

and other Iranian press organizations, the video and replicated photographs represented 

                                                
145 Image 35. “International police following Arash Hejazi,” Fars News Agency. July 4, 2009, 
http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=8804130123. 
146 “Killers of Neda Agha-Soltan against the martyrdom of the Egyptian woman have silenced,” Fars 
News Agency. July 10, 2009, http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=8804190432. 
147 My translation .“Marwa al Sharbini is a symbol of the hijab movement in the West,” Fars News 
Agency. 22 tir 1388 (equivalent to July 13, 2009), 
http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=8804221360. 
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an obscured, misleading reality about Neda’s death. Such a reality was open to 

interpretation and accusations on which the Iranian press focused its attention.  

More than five months after Neda bled out on the street in Tehran for the world to 

see, a student theater troupe revisited her dying moments in a new form. The students, 

male and female, from University of Tehran gathered outside of the British embassy in 

Tehran.148 All wearing some form of a mask, the troupe reenacted the shooting. One 

woman with a mask roughly resembling Neda, performed the moment when Neda was 

shot and fell backward, her knees bent awkwardly underneath her body (Image 36). 

Accompanying photographs from the rally showed the actor performing as Arash Hejazi, 

the doctor at Neda’s side, receiving and returning a gun to another participant. Both the 

Hejazi impersonator and the two men to whom he takes and returns the gun wore small 

British flags wrapped around their arms. Protestors surrounding the actors held signs with 

the true Hejazi’s face, foregrounding the Union jack, with a red slash through it and the 

word “Wanted” written in red underneath it. Other banners read in Persian “marg bar 

englis” (“Death to England”) and “bi bi si dorugu baha`i beluf gu” (“the lying BBC the 

bluffing Baha`is “).149  

The performance and demonstration outside of the British embassy brought a 

visual experience of the viewpoint most often associated with government supporters. 

Following Neda’s death, pro-Islamic Republic factions tried to divert attention and blame 

away from government-related sources (the basiji). Even those at the top, like 

Ahmadinejad in his American interviews, expressed this opinion. A few days after 

                                                
148 “Pictorial report: Simulation of the scene of the killing of Neda Agha-Soltan across from the embassy 
of England,” Iranian Students’ News Agency. 11 azar 1388 (equivalent to December 2, 2009), 
http://www.isna.ir/fa/imageReport/8809-00041.147512/. 
149 My translation. Photo 10/16, “Pictorial report: Simulation of the scene of the killing of Neda Agha-
Soltan across from the embassy of England,” Iranian Students’ News Agency. 11 azar 1388 (equivalent to 
December 2, 2009), http://www.isna.ir/fa/imageReport/8809-00041.147512/.  
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Neda’s shooting, Arash Hejazi, the doctor who tried to save her life flew to England. 

According to Hejazi, he had fled Iran because the video was making waves and a 

Brazilian friend had revealed his identity on Twitter regarding his aid to Neda.150 His 

quick exit brought the suspicions of government supporters, who viewed it as an 

acknowledgement of guilt. As a result, he became the logical scapegoat for the crime.151 

At the same time, those calling for the Hejazi’s arrest accused Great Britain of harboring 

murderers.  

The reenactment of Neda’s death represented the prevalent sentiments among 

these government supporters. Besides blaming Hejazi for the shooting, the performance 

targeted the British government by using the street in front of the British embassy as its 

stage. The sign seen so often in Western media as “Death to America” became “Death to 

England.”152 Furthermore, the actor playing Hejazi displayed himself as a British 

operative. The performers depicted British sanction of Neda’s shooting with the Hejazi 

impersonator kissing the hand of the British impersonator as he takes the gun.153 The 

performance drew on common tropes of anti-Western imperialism and the kiss was an 

added flourish that emphasized the tyrannical power of the British.   

The themes articulated within and alongside this interpretative performance relate 

to those presented in titles, captions, and articles that came alongside photographs and 

cartoons of men and women killed during the Iran-Iraq War. The most common 

expressions of anti-imperialism in the wartime pictures depicted the United States and 
                                                
150 Arash Hejazi, Gaze of the Gazelle: The Story of a Generation (Calcutta: Seagull Books, 2011) 351-
353. 
151 “New uncertainties in the suspicious murder case of Neda Agha-Soltan,” Fars News Agency. 7 tir 1388 
(equivalent to June 28, 2009), http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=8804070071. 
152 Photo 10/16, “Pictorial report: Simulation of the scene of the killing of Neda Agha-Soltan across from 
the embassy of England,” Iranian Students’ News Agency. 11 azar 1388 (equivalent to December 2, 2009), 
http://www.isna.ir/fa/imageReport/8809-00041.147512/. 
153 ibid. Photo 7/16. 
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Israel as the enemies to the Islamic Republic’s way of life. Instead, the reenactment 

troupe chose Great Britain as the enemy because Hejazi had fled there. Such visual 

scapegoating attempted to distract Iranian viewers from seeing the Islamic Republic as 

even partly responsible for Neda’s death or for the protest against the government that 

had drawn her out of her car and into danger in the first place. During the war, attaching 

accusations against Iraq, Israel, and the United States to photographs of the dead 

distracted from the possibility of blaming the Islamic Republic for calling on its people to 

engage in and continue the war.154 

Not only did the performance play upon long-standing negative attitudes towards 

the imperial Western overlord, but the University students’ re-staging of the shooting also 

alluded to a custom embedded just as deeply within Iranian culture. The reproduction of 

Neda’s death mimicked ta`ziyeh, the passion play. Ta`ziyeh performances replay 

interpretations of the Battle of Karbala and Imam Hoseyn’s martyrdom. Within the 

context of the play, there are both good characters, like Hoseyn and his family, and bad 

characters, like Yazid. The reenactment of Neda, too, had both the good character of 

Neda felled by the enemy, Hejazi and the British. 

In addition, the sequence of events of visual representation of Neda’s killing 

parallels the historical transformations of ta`ziyeh itself. Chelkowski and Dabashi note 

that from the original event of the massacre at Karbala that became a key element of Shi`i 

religious mythology eventually came the commemoration of the event through dramatic 

retelling. This retelling was ta`ziyeh and with the entrance of the Qajar dynasty the 

theatrically religious art form gained popularity. Specific productions became 

memorialized in tapestries and eventually murals so that the performances of the myth 

                                                
154 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 114-115. 
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could be continually celebrated.155 Similarly, Neda’s death was the original event that 

became widely known with the submission of the video documenting her death on 

Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. The reenacted interpretation of the event at the hands of 

the student theater troupe served as the ta`ziyeh performance. Finally, the photographs 

taken at the scene of the performance and spread on various news sites functioned in a 

corresponding fashion to the paintings of ta`ziyeh. 

Although the appearance of this performance did not receive the amount of 

attention that the original video of Neda received, it did garner attention from various 

Iranian news sources. Besides the Iranian Student News Agency, Khabaronline and Fars 

News Agency picked up on the production.156 Photographs of the performance became 

widely available on their websites. This photographic reproduction of the original live 

performance allowed the student troupe’s staging to continue in a different, yet 

permanent, form within the national memory in association with Neda’s death. 

THE NARRATIVE OF AMBIGUITY 

Neda Agha-Soltan created a new perplexing case for the role of women’s death 

images in Iranian culture. Although the Iran-Iraq War and Neda images were both 

ambiguous in the messages they portrayed to their viewers, the ways in which the Iranian 

press dealt with and presented Neda’s death video veered from the presentation of 

women during the war. At the same time, while the Iranian press and government-related 

sources fumbled with answering the question of who Neda was and is for Iran and what 

the video of her death represented, they were decided in denying Neda the designation of 
                                                
155 Peter Chelkowski and Hamid Dabashi, Staging a Revolution: The Art of Persuasion in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran (New York: New York University Press, 1999) 55, 61, 64. 
156 “Simulation of the scene of the killing of Neda Agha-Soltan across from the embassy of England,” 
Khabaronline. 11 azar 1388 (equivalent to December 2, 2009, http://khabaronline.ir/detail/28075/. 
“Images of the simulation of the real scene of the killing of Neda Agha-Soltan,” Fars News Agency. 11 
azar 1388 (equivalent to December 2, 2009), http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=8809111729. 
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shahid. Such decisiveness was counter to the lack of clarity and conformity in press and 

government sources’ dealings with female war casualties. 

Campaigns and popular national and international discourse that valorized Neda 

as a symbol for the nation and condemned and blamed the government for her death were 

clear about the ways in which the video engaged in a specific role for Iranian women. For 

these sectors of the Iranian and international society, the video of Neda was proof of 

political tyranny and of her martyrdom.  

From the viewpoint of those denying regime involvement in Neda’s death, 

decisions about the possibility of her shahadat ranged from opposed outright to 

overlooked or ignored. The question of how these sources are ambiguous or even just 

ambivalent about labeling Neda’s death lies in the lack of alignment between image and 

associated text along with the multiplicity of images and associated text. Simply 

speaking, while the titles, captions, articles, or other written messages relating to images 

of Neda’s death declare that she is not a shahid, viewers can interpret from the 

photographs or visual productions included with this text the ways in which Neda is 

coded visually as a shahid. The message created both textually and pictorially is mixed. 

In the articles in which Fars News only said that Agha-Soltan “koshteh shod” rather than 

saying that she was shahid, Fars still committed to using a still-shot photograph from the 

death video of Neda lying in the street bleeding to death (Image 35).157 The University of 

Tehran student theater troupe used banners and wore specific symbols to blame Arash 

Hejazi and the British government, but they still reenacted Neda falling backwards and 

dying in the street. The reproduced images still resonate an unjust, graphic, and widely 

viewed death.  

                                                
157 Image 35. “New uncertainties in the suspicious murder case of Neda Agha-Soltan,” Fars News Agency. 
7 tir 1388 (equivalent to June 28, 2009), http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=8804070071. 
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Additionally, setting aside the students’ reenactment, the press’s written denial of 

shahadat and the lack of real engagement with the visual representation of Neda’s death 

fail to adequately answer how she is not able to be seen as a shahid. Printing photographs 

of her death alongside such articles allows for the memorialization of her death. This 

concept is in step with Susan Sontag’s note that whatever the event, it is “something 

worth seeing – and therefore worth photographing.”158 The very fact that Neda’s death 

was filmed made her death important. Reproducing the image and broadcasting it as 

“news” add a different level of importance as an item worthy of public attention. The 

press could not dismiss the story of Neda’s death but they simultaneously maintained the 

importance of the visually experienced element of her death through publishing and 

describing the images. 

The Iranian press’s reproduction of the images participated, whether knowingly or 

not, in the culture formed around the Neda video revealing their ambiguous interpretation 

of her image. With the risk of sending mixed messages to their readership and viewers, 

the question arises as to why the press made the move to publish the visual material at all. 

The most obvious answer, which appears in the associated articles, is that the 

photographs and descriptions of the death scenes aided in the various articles laying the 

guilt on other, non-Islamic-Republic-affiliated actors. The most common of these was 

Arash Hejazi.159 Such a reading shares characteristics with readings of similar questions 

regarding the wartime photographs of dead women (and men). During the war, the press 
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and the government periodicals used the photos of casualties as propaganda pieces to call 

Iranian citizens to action against the imperialist-supported infidel Iraqi attacks of the 

innocent and Islamic Iran.160 While placing the evidence of violence’s horrors directly 

and obviously in front of their viewers, the government-backed press simultaneously was 

attempting to divert attention to the (different) enemy. 

What the mixed messages between the textual and the visual revealed was the 

overall continued inability of the press and the Islamic Republic to address women’s 

death roles. They were staunch about verbally and textually denying Neda a place as a 

shahid by not giving her the title. On the other hand, in representing her visually in her 

death pose and in other forms prior to death, they obscured the entire message about the 

place that women hold in Iranian society if they are killed as a result of violence. Neda’s 

case held with the wartime cases relating to this visual confusion. Her case deviated from 

the war cases because the press was more straightforward textually in the outright denial, 

as opposed to occasional allowance, of shahadat.  

The difference between the wartime women and Neda adds a new facet to the 

ambiguity of women’s role in visualized death is the ideology associated with shahid at 

the time of the 2009 election. In 1980, the newly-formed Islamic Republic faced the 

external Iraqi enemy. Yet, it was not just the government that faced an existential threat, 

it was the entire country as Iraq unleashed its military on the Iran-Iraq border. By 2009, 

the Iran-Iraq War had been over for over twenty years. Iran as a country did not face an 

existential threat and no external force was attacking it and its people. Rather, the Islamic 

Republic faced a threat coming from within the country: the people it controlled were 

                                                
160 An example of this anti-imperialist discourse attached an image is that of Image 10, depicted in 
Chapter 2, of the dead woman and her (presumed) dead son placed above a caption associating their deaths 
at the hands of Iraqis with the crimes of Israelis against the Lebanese. 
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protesting against its policies. As demonstrators against the regime decidedly took on 

Neda’s image, since she was the first woman killed during their protests, those in support 

of the regime had to tear down or remake that image.  

Denouncing Neda and her death altogether was a difficult task. There were, of 

course, those who did attempt to cast doubt on whether Neda actually died or if the entire 

video was a hoax. Using shots from the video of her death, one YouTube user went about 

posting videos that analyzed Neda’s death video in the hope of proving her death to have 

been faked.161 PressTV, an Iranian English-language news agency, produced an 

investigative “documentary” in which the correspondent sought to interview individuals 

who witnessed Neda’s death and friends who knew her. The stated purpose of the 

investigation was to determine the truth behind her death and deduce the reason for the 

“sensationalism” that defined her death.162 The correspondent spent much of the 

documentary knocking on people’s doors only to be told that they did not wish to speak 

with her. Later, she gathered Neda’s music teacher and another supposed friend in a room 

to look at the videos prior to her death and determine a killer. 

Considering the magnitude of the reaction against the horror of the shooting, 

remaking Neda’s image to serve the purpose of pro-government factions proved more 

manageable for news sources and individuals alike. Neda’s video and the public response 

it generated quickly became a case study in the ways in which social media changed and 

hastened the spread of information throughout the world. American media jumped on the 

fact that Twitter played any role within the protests and recognition of Neda’s video.163 
                                                
161 “The video of the death scene of Neda Agha-Soltan is fake and counterfeit,” YouTube video, 5:11, 
Posted by “AleYasin110.” July 27, 2009, 
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Within a day the reaction was already too large for Iranian government and press sources 

to completely deny. Remaking involved reproducing Neda’s image but not allowing 

blame to fall on a basiji or anyone related to the government. The university students’ 

reenactment was an example of this remolding and served to defend the Islamic Republic 

from demonstrators’ accusations.  

Not only was the ambiguity in deciding Neda’s death’s role set within the 

ideology of defending the Islamic Republic in general, but it was also entrenched in a 

larger history of the massive role of visuality in the Islamic Republic. Previous to the 

response that Neda’s video received, no other face had been so central and symbolic in 

Iranian society since Ayatollah Khomeini. Although, as Roxanne Varzi notes, 

Khomeini’s visualized presence has continued to be palpable, especially in the public, 

visual sphere, his image’s role is that of the ghostly leader.164 He is not directly 

overseeing the Islamic Republic. Taken up by the opposition to the regime, the image of 

Neda was fresh, shocking, and reminiscent of the viewer’s own mortality. The sheer 

number of people taking up Neda’s image throughout the world in a short span of time 

had the ability to challenge the image of Khomeini, the symbol of ideology of the regime 

itself. 

Neda’s face was able to express the ideology guiding human rights initiatives that 

Khomeini’s face as the regime directly threatened. Her bloodied image could become an 

entreaty for human rights because as Susie Linfield articulates such images “bring home 

to us the reality of physical suffering with a literalness and an irrefutability that neither 

literature nor painting can claim.”165 Like early photojournalists, according to Linfield, 
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those who posted and reposted the video of Neda on various Internet sites desired for 

others to view the video in the hopes of encouraging protestor response.166  

The Iranian press that denied Neda as a shahid but used her image sent the mixed 

message that her case did require attention, as Green Movement protestors urged. The 

photographic and video reproductions of her death still show her in bleeding in the street 

surrounded by people. The photos allow the viewer to connect the knowledge of how she 

died in the midst of a protest calling for a new free and fair election, to the visual “proof” 

of being in some way involved in what is considered a basic human right. Her death 

occurred during a protest regarding a national event so her death and the pictorial display 

of her death codes it as a national tragedy. The image called for public action. Publishing 

the images, even with the text contradicting the extreme gravity seen in the photos, gave 

the added meaning that Neda’s death was worth mourning publicly. However, the 

government would not even let such mourning occur because it might have generated too 

much collective animosity towards the government all at once.  

Since the end of the war when mourning and death in the name of a cause stopped 

being a normal part of Iranian life, shahid took on an even more ideologically steeped 

meaning. The entire country was no longer fighting against an enemy deemed un-Islamic. 

The population was no longer completely preoccupied with an external enemy. Although 

shahid has arguably been a politically-coded term throughout its history, shahid 

following the war was reserved for dying in the path of Islam.167 Neda’s image presented 

the necessary criteria for shahadat according to wartime standards: she was dead and 

bloody, had been killed by someone, and her death was presented publicly. However, she 
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Chicago Press, 2010) 59, 61. 
167 Faegheh Shirazi, “Death, the Great Equalizer: Memorializing Martyred (Shahid) Women in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran” Visual Anthropology 25, no. 1-2 (2012) 101, 109 
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died during a protest against the regime’s policies, whether participating or not, and the 

opposition had taken up her image for their own. Therefore, the Iranian press and 

government could not use Neda’s image for their own tactics against the opposition. The 

government’s interpretation of shahid as dying in the path of God, or for Islam, gave it, 

as the Islamic Republic, a monopoly on the term according to their definition. As such, 

determining Neda to be a shahid would only contradict the Islamic Republic’s own 

power. No matter what, providing or withholding the title was a politically strategic 

move.168 

The reenactment of Neda’s death by the university students also drew on the 

ideology guiding shahadat. Reading the production as a form of ta`ziyeh seems to give 

the production an air of cultural legitimacy. Nonetheless, from a logistic and figurative 

perspective, problems arise that encourage ambiguity in interpreting the performance. 

Logistically, the performance was several months after Neda had been killed and the 

Green Movement had effectively been silenced, setting aside a few protests around this 

time. At that point, the performance could not serve to challenge the Movement because 

the Movement had already lost its vigor. From an interpretative perspective, the issue is 

in the story depicted in ta`ziyeh in general. These passion plays use the martyrdom of 

Hoseyn and his family as key to the narrative of the story.169 With a performance 

reminiscent of a ta`ziyeh based around Neda Agha-Soltan’s murder, Neda served as the 

proverbial Hoseyn, the martyr. Although the purpose of the performance was to 

emphasize that it was a British plot perpetrated by Hejazi against the Iranian people, it 
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still reads as a symbolic sacrifice of Neda for Iran and the original message becomes 

confused in symbolism. 

OWNERSHIP OF NEDA’S IMAGE 

The use of Neda’s death images reveals the ambiguity in the ways in which 

various parties understand women’s deaths to have a role in the visual landscape in Iran. 

This ambiguity is due to the issues of ownership and agency. Ownership of Neda’s death 

image occurred at two levels: the ways in which various parties used her image and the 

ways in which the image’s perceived subject, Neda, expresses her own voice through the 

photographic image.  

On the distribution level, those opposing the Green Movement tried to deny the 

image power by appealing to doubt. Viewers of the video and images from the video 

could not be certain who the shooter had been. In this regard they challenged the desire of 

any party to claim the image as representative of that party’s own agenda. Neda was 

merely a victim of a violent and unfortunate crime. This was thusly exemplified in 

PressTV’s documentary about who killed Neda and the multiple articles that did not refer 

to Neda as shahid, and sometimes outright refused this acknowledgement. 

On the other side of the line, Green Movement supporters used Neda’s face as a 

symbol for the Movement. They used it as proof to claim that a violation of human rights 

was occurring in Iran due to the suspicious election results. Unlike the photographs from 

the Iran-Iraq War, Neda’s image had a massive impact not just on the national level, but 

on the international level as well.170 During the war, death was expected. Experiencing 

the plethora of photographs and overall images from the war became a natural way of 
                                                
170 “The newspaper The Times presented Neda Agha-Soltan as the person of the year,” RadioFarda. 6 dey 
1388 (equivalent to December 27, 2009), 
http://www.radiofarda.com/content/f2_Iran_postelection_Neda_Times_person_of_year_2009/1914863.htm
l. 
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life. The constant bombardment with violent imagery registered less and less.171 Decades 

later, Neda’s death occurred during a peaceful protest for electoral rights and an end to 

political corruption. Her death was also the first female death during the post-election 

protests. It resonated because there was “appropriate context of feeling and attitude.”172 It 

was something “novel” to the foreign viewer and familiar to the domestic viewer.173 

Consequently, her image was an easy target for human rights activists worldwide, like 

Amnesty’s “Neda Speaks” campaign.  

However, these claims and denials of ownership and the ambiguity in the visual 

message of the Iranian press due to their use of her image derive their relevance from the 

ways in which Neda, as the subject, is seen within her death images. In contrast to the 

photographs of women killed during the Iran-Iraq War, viewers witnessed Neda’s death 

visually through both photographs and film. Although the subject of the video and 

photographs was still Neda, the difference in medium usage changes the way in which 

viewers code the subject. The video displayed continuous action, movement, which the 

photographs could not exhibit. As Roland Barthes argues in relation to cinema, rather 

than merely photography, cinema does not have the “completeness” that photograph 

has.174 More can be added to a piece of film since there are a multiplicity of angles and 

movements, unlike the solitary angle and perspective of the photographic shot. Within the 

video, Neda the subject had more choice in the ways to express herself. Neda turned and 

looked directly into the camera.175 Although, in reality, the true Neda might not have 
                                                
171 Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1973) 420. 
172 Ibid. 17. 
173 Ibid. 19. 
174 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, Trans. Richard Howard (New York: 
Hill and Wang, 1981), 89. 
175 “Iran, Tehran: wounded girl dying in front of camera, Her name was Neda,” YouTube video. June 20, 
2009, accessed February 14, 2013, 
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chosen to look into the camera with the intent to impart some message, this is how the 

viewer can read this action within the moving scene. It is that interaction with the viewer 

that Barthes describes as so elusive yet so lifelike.176 This connection of gazes reveals the 

ability to “look” without “seeing”. Although Barthes is referring to the (in)ability of the 

subject to perceive his or her viewer, this does not prevent the subject Neda from having 

the power to look at the viewers even if she does not know (see) them. 

The photographs that Green Movement protestors and the Iranian press used from 

the Neda video were more limited in their scope. There were images depicting Neda’s 

direct eye contact including the Fars News article about the student theater troupe 

organizing outside of the British embassy.177 Such connection with the audience 

conveyed Neda’s agency to engage with her audience. Yet, this communication was more 

limited than the video. The video showed the movement expressing Neda’s process of 

dying, rather than being dead already. This process is obscured within the photographs 

because it depicted one moment and the viewer was already aware from the titles and 

captions accompanying the photos that Neda was dead. Additionally, the audio 

component of the video could not accompany the photos. This audio portion presented a 

man specifically calling out to Neda saying “natars” and “bemun”. She was an active 

participant who the man could address and beg not to be afraid and to stay (alive). 

Furthermore, the ways in which Neda was labeled alongside various versions of 

her image contributed to or challenged her agency within the original frame. Following 

her death, there was an abundance of photographs of Neda. Green Movement supporters 
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and the Iranian press alike used both the death photos alongside photos of Neda before 

she died. Similar to the Iranian men who had the ability and did become shohada during 

the Iran-Iraq War, Neda maintained importance as a symbol even when it was not her 

death photos that were on display. Neda could have various photos of her living: with a 

hijab, without a hijab, candid shots, posed shots, wearing different types of clothing, 

smiling into the camera, and looking away from the camera. Although the multiplicity of 

images was similar to that of the photographed men during the war, the range of photos 

of Neda far outnumbered the possible range for the male war casualties. In this way, 

Neda’s ability to continue to be a symbol regardless of the form of her pictorial depiction 

was a strong indicator of her agency within any photograph. 

For those categorizing her as shahid or martyr, Neda also took on an active role. 

Such accompanying text enabled viewers to read Neda in her death images not as a 

helpless victim but as active as the doctor Arash Hejazi and her music teacher Hamid 

Panahi. The messages observers attached to her also gave her shahid status in ways that 

the Iranian press and government could not prevent. Arash Hejazi even entitled one of his 

blog posts “Neda, the girl who died so the world knew.”178 Such language gave the act of 

Neda’s death a reason, a cause. It was this cause that allowed Neda to be a martyr or 

shahid in Green Movement supporters’ views.  

The viewer was able to read the articles with their photos depicting Neda’s death 

as means of propping up calls for Neda’s death to be shahadat. The Iranian press’s 

reaction to actively downplay Neda’s death as merely a murder gave the viewer the 

impression that there was more to see. There was a reason that Neda was being called 

shahid and that title gave Neda an active life after her death. 

                                                
178 Arash Hejazi, “Neda, the girl who died so the world knew,” Arash Hejazi. June 19, 2012, 
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CONCLUSION 

Neda Agha-Soltan’s publicly viewed image brought death to the forefront of 

Iranian visual culture. In the midst of massive political conflict, her death video brought 

forth a culturally experienced fight within Iran as Green Movement supporters designated 

her undoubtedly as a shahid and government supporters denied the concept. The split 

between the two most visible groups represented the appearance of a shift in dealing with 

the possibility of female shahadat in the Islamic Republic. Unlike the past Iran-Iraq War 

photos of women’s deaths, Iranian news sites during the 2009 post-election protests made 

the concrete move to deny Neda the status of shahid. The ambiguity in deciding titles for 

the dead woman was not there. Yet, the news sites and anti-Green Movement activists 

perpetuated Neda’s death images, along with other images of her as she had lived. They 

thereby contributed to the forming visual culture around her death and the possibility of 

her shahadat.  

Not only did Green Movement supporters’ staunch acknowledgement of her 

shahid status add to Neda’s life after death in imagery, but the forms that her images took 

also gave her a life and voice that the wartime women did not have. The parallel 

existence of both videos and photographs of her death gave the Neda of the images more 

flexibility to express her agency, activity, and perpetual voice within the frame. Even 

now, Green Movement supporters use a variety of Neda’s images that continue the 

recognized visual culture that formed around her death. Neda’s visual agency allowed for 

an evolving definition of shahadat as a potentiality for visualized Iranian women that 

they had not previously encountered in images from the Iran-Iraq War.  
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Conclusion 

The visual reality of the culture of shahadat in the Islamic Republic of Iran was 

not merely seen, it was also experienced. The revolutionary and war periods were key in 

the establishment of the visualization of the shahid in Iranian society. Leaders within the 

Islamic Republic, like Ayatollah Khomeini, drew the Iranian people to depicting the 

shahadat culture in visual form and continue the remembrance of those who had died for 

the Islamic Republic. Newspapers and other periodicals followed suit to ensure that the 

Shi`i concept of the shahid was ubiquitous, constantly present in the public sphere. The 

Islamic Republic’s campaign to present the shahid in the visual and permanent form of 

paintings, drawings, newspaper articles, murals, and photographs allowed Iranian viewers 

to easily “read” the images. Yet, the goals of government leaders was not merely to 

repackage the Shi`i cultural myth of the martyrdom of Hoseyn in the forms of dead 

soldiers, they also imbued each image with designations of the people’s roles within the 

Islamic Republic and in the war effort.  

Shahadat is not limited to the male sphere. However, the Islamic Republic during 

the war was only able to stably define the martyr visually as male. When women died as 

a direct result of the war, the labels became confused, sometimes attesting to their 

shahadat and other times hesitating from such generous characterizations. Pictorializing 

and valorizing women’s deaths as contributing to the national list of shohada did not fit 

within the ideal vision of the woman of the Islamic Republic. Although women’s death 

photos appeared within periodicals, the women’s demarcation as shohada was unstable, 

ambiguous, and only occasionally assigned in comparison to photos of men. The key 

problem was not that a dead man in an image was entitled shahid. Rather, the issue lied 

in the expectation within the photograph and its description. Men, whether pictorialized 
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dead or alive, possessed the possibility to become shohada as they sacrificed themselves 

on the battlefield. Women did not hold such possibility. The ambiguous accounts of 

women in photos with the term shahid were due to this lack of possibility. They were not 

considered, in the eyes of the Islamic Republic, to hold a role in the nation through their 

deaths. 

With the death of Neda Agha-Soltan during the Green Movement protests of 

2009, the setting had changed. However, the ambiguity in the message coded within 

photographs from regime-oriented publications still occurred. Again, the Islamic 

Republic did not know how to properly deal with Neda’s death. More especially, they did 

not know how to deal with the popularity of the video and images of her death thrown 

into the public sphere. In a different time, without the existence of camera-phones, her 

death might not have become a rallying cry or the face of that rallying cry among Iranian 

protestors, international observers, and human rights activists. Unlike during the Iran-Iraq 

War when death was commonplace, 2009 was a time when visions of death had become 

extraordinary again. This novelty of visualized death combined with general discord and 

cries of the perpetration of electoral fraud at high levels in the government to generate the 

perfect storm. The reaction to Neda’s death from government opposition was rage. 

The reaction to the video of Neda’s death was undeniable on both an international 

and national scale. The Islamic Republic could not stop the impact so it took part in the 

cult that formed around Neda’s image. The Iranian newspapers attempted to break down 

the Neda image from the inside out. Although outright denial of her death appeared on 

news sites, it became more common for these sites to use Neda’s bloodied image while 

simultaneously casting doubt on the situation. They could not deny, erase, or avoid her 

death, but they could challenge advocates’ claims of her shahadat. Yet the denial of her 
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martyrdom paired with pictures of her death scene continued the policy of ambiguity 

towards women’s possibility to attain shahid status akin to men. 

Within the frame, both the dead women of the war and Neda Agha-Soltan played 

the same role. They were dead and placed within the public’s view, the gaze forever upon 

them. The difference in the availability of Neda’s death video along with photographs, 

allowed for more movement within her death scenes and produced a distinct reading of 

Neda’s agency within the frame. Others’ vigorous attempts to name her as a shahid and 

the Iranian news sites’ solid attempts to deny these provide her with more voice than the 

war women had. Although their shahadat was undecided, the periodicals addressed their 

roles as mothers or victims.  

More questions regarding these photographed women as expressions of the 

availability of martyrdom materialize with further study. However, this study provokes 

more questions about the cultural power of the visual sphere in Iranians’ lives since the 

Islamic Revolution and even more recently with the quieting of the Green Movement. 

Questions persist regarding the ways in which the supporters of the Green Movement 

were able to use visual material to re-claim the shahid from the Islamic Republic’s vice-

like grip of its use. Since this project sought to establish the reasons and methods for the 

Iranian press and government’s occasional depiction of women’s deaths as shahadat, the 

project has not been able to properly address Green Movement advocates’ visual 

campaigns. Another possibility for future study is the potential morphing meaning of 

shahadat in contemporary Iran. This is especially pertinent due to the expansive 

population of Iranian young people who were too young to experience the war or were 

born after the war. Their experience with visual depictions of the shahid inevitably differs 

from those who participated in or experienced the war.  
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The persistent appearance of shahadat culture and the visual experience of those 

who lived during the war undoubtedly has guided the visual experiences of the young 

people of today. The Islamic Republic still holds the power to guide that visual culture 

and retain the national myth and assigned roles of its citizens through constant 

maintenance of shahadat symbolism within the Iranian public sphere. As the Green 

Movement has set about changing the course of the Islamic Republic’s historical 

stability, so too might the idealized roles for women change within the regime’s visual 

sphere of influence.  
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Appendix: Images 

Image 1: Khomeini’s image in the crowd 

 

Image 2: The Shah flees Iran 
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Image 3: Khomeini splitting the flag 

 

Image 4: ‘Ashura, victory of the blood over the sword 
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Image 5: Soldier with Khomeini’s image 

 

Image 6: Dead soldier with Khomeini’s image 

 

Image 7: Imam Hoseyn 
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Image 8: Stamp of a Chadored Woman 

 

Image 9: Mourning Women 

 

Image 10: Woman and Child 
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Image 11: Family killed in Abadan 

 

Image 12: “My mother” 

 

Image 13: The stand-in corpse of a boy 
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Image 14: School bombing photo 

 

Image 15: School bombing photo 

 

Image 16: A wounded child 
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Image 17: A wounded child 

 

Image 18: War victim 

 

Image 19: Refugee women 
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Image 20: Refugee women 

 

Image 21: Iraqi corpses 

 

Image 22: A family killed in Abadan 
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Image 23: Dead soldiers 

 

Image 24: Bombings in Western Iran 

 

Image 25: Martyred family 
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Image 26: Woman as a nurse 

 

Image 27: Women carrying rifles 

 

Image 28: Mrs. Babaei, the martyr 
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Image 29: Dead soldiers as martyrs 

 

Image 30: Shahid portrait 

 

Image 31: Shahid writing his nameh 
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Image 32: “Neda Speaks” Campaign 

 

Image 33: Protest for Neda in Paris 

 

Image 34: Neda from For Neda documentary 
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Image 35: Fars News’s reproduction of Neda’s image 

 

Image 36: The theater troupe’s reenactment of Neda’s death 
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